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HAPPY HOUR AT
DUNKIN DONUTS
DAILY 3PM TO 6PM

407 Poplar West - Murray, KY 42071
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MCCH selected as
long-term study site
Despite the pouring rain and unseasonably cold wind laying
siege to the 17th Annual Relay For Life. cancer survivors and
their families huddled around a small tent to hear the words of
Mayor Bill Wells during Friday's opening ceremony.
His words were encouraging, as he announced the American
Cancer Society's selection of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital to be one of the locations for the Cancer Prevention
Study-3. which provides a breadth of information and correlations regarding cancer prevention, the causes of cancer and the
overall wellness of humans.
Completed every 30 years. this is the third long-term study
since 1950. with each subsequent round occurring every three
decades, as the surveys, checkups and questionnaires follow
entire generations from .young adulthood to geriatric stages in
their life.
Wells explained the previous
studies have brought significant changes into lifestyle, diet
and genetic awareness, while
RELAY
previous studies have also
FOR LIFE
revealed links to cigarette
smoking and poor physical
habits directly increasing the
risk of multiple types of cancer.
Mary Huff, health initiatives
Society in Paducah, said
Cancer
representative for the American
the eventual selection of Murray as a study site was one of the
simpler decisions to make. as Murray has the correct demographic for the study to be most effective.
"Murray is just a fabulous city." Huff said."With the relay here
so important to us and the hospital being such a good partner
with us, it was just a no brainer to put it here."
To begin the study. Huff said participants will complete an
online survey and then will be given a select time to report to tfe
North Tower lobby at MCCH.
Following another lengthy health assessme
drawn
have their waist measured and have a small unit of bl
and analyzed.
After the initial phase. Huff said the study continues within the
home, as que-stionnaires will be delivered to the home every two
years and will need to be returned to the American Cancer
Society for data collection.
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Monday: A chance of showers, with thunderstorms also
possible after 1 lam. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 67.
North northeast wind 6 to 8
mph becoming west in the

afternoon. Chance of precipitation is 40 percent.
Monday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms
before 9pm, then a slight
chance of showers between
9pm and 10pm. Mostly cloudy.
with a low around 52. Light
north northeast wind. Chance
of precipitation is 30 percent.
Tuesday: A 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms after 1pm. Partly
sunny, with a high near 71.
North northeast wind around 6
mph.
Tuesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 53.
North wind around 5 mph
becoming calm in the evening.
Wednesday: A 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms.
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Come Visit
Murray's First

FACTORY OUTLET
att/tt e..5
—sA
915 Arcadia (Next to Big Apple Cate)• 761-7554

(above) Saturday's celebra
lion of the MFD at Murray
Calloway County Central
Park marked a first for the
department as it unveiled its
first colorguard. Shown are
(from left) Jimmy Cole, Chris
Covington, Eric Phelps and
George Cruise. (left) The
reflections of Assistant Chief
Matthew Tinsley and City of
Murray Mayor Bill Wells are
shown through the chrome of
an emblem on Engine Co.
No. 2.
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

were aplenty
PIC
%lone%
Saturday as the Murray lire
Ikpiinflbelli celebrated its centennial
There w as an early 1970s
blaze in which a young Pat Scott
-- early in his 11 -year career
stood on
that ended as chief
the roof of an adjacent budding
with his deck gun blasting in 13degree cold, all while he could
see people on the street below,,
using the heat of a tobacco
warehouse blaze to warm the
hands.
There was Buster, the firedog.
who in the 1960s would be
given a dime, walk with it in his
mouth to a neighboring grocery
store to obtain raw meat, then
carry it back to the station and
eat it.
There was even .a story of
Chief Jackie Cooper losing his
eyebrows from a backdraft during a movie theater fire. Some
were scary. Some were funny.
However, they are all pan of
MFD's 100-year history that
started with only a bucket
brigade in 1913 and has grown
to achieve a tire insurance rating
of 3 with some of the best
equipment money can buy.

•See Page 3

Pool set to open on Memorial Day weekend
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Even though the weather may not be providing a'feel of summer right now. it sabn
will be time to think about activities of that
time of year.
One of those rites of passage is venturing
to the Murray-Calloway County Pool inside
Murray-Calloway County Central Park and
already preparations are in full swing for the
opening of that facility for the 2013 season.
"The spraypark will actually be open this
week if days are above 80 degrees so it's
starting up already," said Murray-Calloway
Parks Superintendent Tab
County
Brockman, noting that spraypark hours will

D4 so
May) and keep it-open until Labor
be noon to 7 p.m. "You
year._
.
big
another
for
looking
We're
so
there
free
in
get
can
also
The pool schedule will also feature a small
we expect things to start
change this year. Brockman said Red Crossheating up pretty quickly."
Speaking of heating up.
..approved swimming. lessons will be part of
Brockman believes the
the schedule next month.
pace will be hot as pool
"We're taking sign-ups for those at the
passes for the upcoming
park office (on Payne Street in Chestnut
season go on sale.
Park." Brockman said, listing the prices for
"That's going to be $55
that activity. "That will also be like our pool
per person and, for a family Brockman
pass, $55 per person and it will cost $50 for
of four. it will be $145 for
second youth. That's going to start on the
a
the whole summer. That's one of the best
week of June 10 and we'll continue those
prices anywhere," Brockman said, noting
weeks of June 17, June 24 and July 8,
the
that the pool will keep its traditional schedof
ule. -We will still open on the Saturday
II See Page 3
Memorial Day weekend (last Saturday of

Special to the Ledger
The 'Quad' at Murray State
University will reverberate
with the sound of patriotic
songs, marches, classic band
Broadway
and
literature
melodies on Tuesday, June 4, at
7 p.m.
The MSU Town & Gown
Community Band under the
direction of Dr. Todd E. Hill
will make its second season
debut with a free concert on the
lawn in front of Lovett
Auditorium. Concert goers are

III See Page 34

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
entertainment at the May Day
of
host
a
SCRAMBLED: Families and their children enjoyed
sunshine allowed kids time to
and
skies
Clear
Celebration in Hazel on Saturday afternoon.
here are many kids take to
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shopped
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FITS LIKE A COIVIFORTABLE
PAIR OF SHOES
With Snapshot, you can earn the discount
you deserve on your auto insurance. Plug
in Snapshot and after 30 days* see how
much your good driving could save you.
It's a new way to save by not
having to pay for bad drivers.

All
Enix
Watches
1/2
Price!
Make.%
1 Great

There is nothing more
special than a Mothet:
Show her how special with a giftfrom_

11111111

Call your local agent for
your chance to earn
savings today1
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From Front

JOHN WRIGH I Leclier & Times
One of the main attractions of Saturday's centennial celebration of the Murray Fire
Department was its newest_truck, Engine Co. No. 2. The truck is a 2013 Pierce pumper. Pierce
is also celebrating 100 years of operation in the fire-fighting industry.

From Front
"Anytime something is around
for 1(X) years, that means you're
doing something right," said
current Chief Eric Pologruto
during the official centennial
celebration Saturday at MurrayCalloway County Central Park.
"There's been a lot of progress
in those 1(X) years and we all
should be proud of that."
Cooper, who was with MFD
from 1961-82, like Scott, ending
that tenure as'chief, served at a
time when only eight people
served on the department. Now,
there are 33 full-time firefighters, all of whom have to complete 4(X) hours of rigorous
training before their first day on
the job.
"I've been back here for five
years (after heading to New
Orleans, La., upon retiring from
MFD) and I've got to say that
I'm really impressed with the
equipment they have here now,"
he said of items that include
state-of-the-art
extrication
equipment for vehicle crashes,

PASS devices that amount to an em from what it is now, though.
alarm on a firefighter's suit if he You looked out for one another.
stops moving and, of course, the watching each other's hacks and.
trucks, including the newest edi- even joking around from time to
tion, Engine Co. No. 2. a 2013 time. but I'm awfully proud to
Pierce pumper.
be known as one of the current
"This is equal to anything in firefighters at one time.the country. I remember when I
Interestingly. MFD's centennifirst started we had three trucks. ,a1 was celebrated just days
a 1946 Ford pumper. a 1950 ahead of another centennial celhook-and-ladder and a 1960 ebration in. Miirray. that of the
Ford, and that hook-and-ladder
Calloway County Courthouse,
truck was the ugliest thing in the
which will be observed Tuesday.
world and took two people to
"That means that for all of
drive it."
-.those 100 years. the courthouse
When Cooper started, there
had fire protection. I think that's
was only one fire station in
pretty neat." said City of Murray
Murray, downtown. When
Mayor Bill Wells. "It's hard to
James Hornbuckle arrived as a
imagine, though, the number of
rookie in 1967, a second station
lives that have been saved over
was opening on 16th Street.
the.
years because of the Murray
"Back then, the good part
Fire
Department.
about it is that you knew where
"You look at this new truck
you were going to be every day.
You didn't have to think about it (delivered on the centennial cela lot," Hornbuckle, who also ebration of the Pierce manufacbecame chief by the time -he turing company no less) and it
retired in 1991. "We did the 24 shows that fire • prevention
(hours)-on and 24-off thing and comes at a cost. However, you
at 7 every morning, that's where don't put- --viWue on a human:
I was. We were more or less like life, and thall'WtnIt this.ciq; has
brothers because we were this asivAiiii for, and.tbgx,...v.c
done an outstanding'job over the
together all of the time.
"It's probably not much differ- years."

Melissa Koss. health promo11011% oordinaior at MCCH.
said %he spoke with Hull some
tone ago to see if Murray would
he a pr one location for the
study
After careful consideration,
Holt told Ross of Munas s
ifsty fur the study, thus putting the final stages of bringing
it to Murray in motion.
"What they're hoping to find
in this study is protective factors." Ross said. -Studies in the
past have revealed causative
factors. but now they are looking for some protective factors
we might have against cancer."
'Ile study is open to anyone in
the United States and Puerto
Rico between the ages of 30 and
65 years old who is willing to
commit to the study and the
periodic follow ups over a 20to-311-year span.
Participants must not have
been previously diagnosed with
cancer, except basal or squamous cell skin cancer.
The surveys includes questions about residency. types of
health problems, vitamins and
. minerals in diet and information
about living with smokers.
The initial phase of the study
lasts three days in September
2013:
• Thursday. Sept. 19, -from
2:30-6:30 p.m.
• Friday, Sept. 20, from 7-11
a.m.
• Saturday, Sept. 21, from 8
_a.m. to noon
Jennifer Young, co-chair of
the Murray-Calloway Relay For
Life, said more information
would be made available as
soon as possible regarding the
Relay For Life Silent Auction
and other fundraising events
that wege...jow.looded in the canceitation....a."the. weekend's
events.' •
A total amount of funds for
the American Cancer Society
raised through the Relay is also
not available at this time.
For more information, visit
the Murray-Calloway County
Relay For Life Facebook page.

From Front

Wade rills interim pastorate
position at First Presbyterian
S MUM MARLOWE
tornpleting an estrnsisr scIt
Stan Writer
study on the goals isiovis and
Alter
%CIS mg
Faith the qualifications itetev.ao lot
Presbyterian near Blue Ridge. what type of person is the hest
Ga , for nearly a decade. Cato' fit tor what the church need.
Wade. sitting wise at 68 years
Once the church, potential
Id. dn.stied a was little to retire
pastor and the Presbytery COM
Like all well-laid plans. how - to an agreement. Wade said a
eser. God had something else in new pastor will be
hired followmind beton.. Wade Lould take to
ing the recommendation of a
J glass of lemonade and a porch
pastor nominating committee
swing In the ICS, id her days.
"These people will be looking
Retired for all of six weeks,
for someone with a emotion'',
Wade recessed a call from Betty.
mindset." she said. "It Was one
Shepperson - and she wouldn't
of the attractive things for me
take no for an answer.
when I Was coming. This is an
With David and Ann Mario
active
membership who put
Montgomery taking a new life
their
feet
where their mouth is
path in Toledo, Ohio, First
Presbyterian Church in Murray
After completing her tenure
was in need of an interim pastor.
here
in Murray, Wade Said she
and as it happened. Wade fit the
will most likely return to her
bill.
It is common. Wade said, for home in Blue Ridge, Ga. churches to undergo transitions mainly because she misses the
in leadership. But with the foothills of Appalachia and teleMontgomery family being so vised Atlanta Braves baseball.
"The couple of games I've
closely tied to the community,
Wade said her first steps _in the gotten to watch since moving up
position . were intimidating, to here they have lost,", she said.
say the least.
"I'm beginning to wonder if
"The shoes were so well-filled should be watching them."
by the Montgomery family, who
While she said part-time work
have helped shape the ethos of will suit her best after retirethis community - especially the ment, Wade said it would be inichurch community," Wade said. tially difficult to return to Faith
"People knew and loved them Presbyterian, simply because
beyond this congregation."
the moving on from a congregaWhile Wade knows her time tion can be so difficult.
here may be short-lived, she
However, she said she is not
said she knows her purpose here opposed to working part-time in
and has felt more than welcome
ministry after this "final" call,
from the very beginning.
leaving the door open to return"This is a great church," she
ing where she may be needed.
said. "I've come into a great situation and a great group of peoIf people were worried about
ple who are responsible.- It
the future of First Presbyterian,
seems like people are able to
look into the future and are Wade simply put those worries
excited about what God will do to rest, emphasizing the church
here and what God will bring has a group mission to embrace
the life of Christ the best way
here."
they
can.
Serving anywhere between
"The church is doing well;
one and two years, Wade said
she spends a lot of tithe "walk- there is somebody here," she
ing with people" through a time said."The church is thriving and
of grieving, helping- peopte ..sec doing fine. The foundation has a
that life goes on and the church group and congregational vision
Opp didn't end with the change
will continue to thrive.
Wade said she is also serving in-leadership. The loss is being
as a bridge between pastorates - grieved, but it hasn't killed the
the church, when ready, will be congregation."

Orb gives McGaughey first Derby win
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Way back in the pack heading
into the final turn. Orb was calm
even if his jockey wasn't.
Chu-riling through a sloppy
track that resembled creamy
peanut butter, the bay colt
picked up speed and, one by
one, blew past rivals.
By that time, jockey Joel

Rosario knew he was aboard the
Kentucky Derby winner.
Orb powered to a 2f2-length
victory Saturday at Churchill
Downs, giving trainer Shag
McGaughey and Rosario their
first Derby wins.
"I was so far behind," Rosario
said. "He was very relaxed,It's
exactly what I wanted.

"We are also evaluating the
possibility of a back-to-school
round of lessons for August."
Brockman said it is his understanding that Red Cross chose
recently to halt active participa- • SAN MATEO, Calif. (AP) trapped, while the four others
Photo Provided. tion of swim lessons. However, — A limousine traveling on a suffered injuries but managed
Seen above is the Town & Gown Community Band, which is set to giveits first concert of the he said that because Parks & major bridge in the San to get out after the vehicle
Recreation has had such a strong Francisco area burst into came to a stop on the bridge,
season on the steps of Lovett Auditorium on June 4 at 7 p.m.
relationship with Red Cross flSmeskilling five passengers the patrol said. The driver
over the years, it was important who were trapped inside and escaped uninjured.
educators and outstanding high to keep the Red Cross tag on the injuring four others who
KG0 reports that the victims
escaped, authorities said.
were all women who are
school students. We invite folks activity.
"People really won't notice a
The limo was carrying nine believed to be in their 30s.
Adolph Schreiner featuring Dr. who haven't had their horns out difference because a lot of our passengers and a driver when
The blaze occurred around
From Front
Scott Locke, MSU professor of of the closet for a while, as well instructors will be the same ones it caught fire late Saturday 10 p.m. PDT on westbound
encouraged to bring lawn chairs
as any high school age students that we've had, and we're very night on the San Mateo lanes of the bridge, which
Music on clarinet.
and blankets to enjoy the band.
"We're extremely fortunate who have made it to the All- happy with what has happened bridge, California Highway connects San Mateo and
Dr. Hill is the Director of Jazz
to have so many student and District level" added the direc- over the years,- he said.
Patrol officer Art Montiel told Alemada counties, about 20
Associate
Ensembles and
adult musicians passionate tor, Dr. Hill.
miles southeast of San
the
Contra Costa Times.
Professor of Music at MSU.
about performing this outstandBrockman also noted that the
Five occupants became Francisco.
Band
rehearsals
begin
Well-known Murray radio pering band literature," said Mark
baseball season at Central starts
sonality Peli Lancaster will
Tuesday. May 14, at 6:30 p.m.
today with games beginning at
Welch, Town & Gown coordiserve as announcer for the hournator and director of community in the MSU Band Room. For 5:30 p.m. He said 715 players
long concert.
relations at Murray State more information see -Town & for baseball and softball will be
The program will feature "The
University. "I'm grateful to the Gown Community Band" on playing in park leagues this seaStar-Spangled Banner" and "My
Town & Gown members for Facebook or call the Town and son, which he said is a very
Old Kentucky Home" at the
supporting the community band Gown office at(270)809-571/6. strong number.
beginning and end of the conand especially to our audience
cert. Other selections include
members who turned out in
Sousa's
Philip
John
great numbers at all three 2012
"Washington' Post March,"
conceits."
"English Folk Song Suite" by
"The Town
& Gown
f" INSTANT
Vaughan Williams,
Ralph
BUNDLES START AT
Community Band is such a
Selections • from Meredith's
wonderful activity, bringing
score for "The
Willson's
together university professors
Music Man," and "Immer
and students, regional music
Kleiner," a humorous fantasy by
Fru 17 "x,r1ths
SPEEDS AS FAST AS 4G

Limo fire .kills 5 on California bridge

"I'm Alive.., because
of organ donation!

2'
'-t tam "
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A story in Saturday's Ledger & Times about a TV pilot being shot
by Ken Andrus mistakenly said that Spencer Balentine, owner of
Silver Trail Distillery in Hardin, recovered his father's car last fall
from Kentucky Lake. The car was actually pulled out of Lake Barkley.

WOOD Electronics Inc.
On Murray's Court Square

270-753-0530
*
lh

The Murray Ledger & Times strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting: however mistakes occasionally occur. It is the Ledger's policy to correct errors. To report a news mistake or error, please call 7531916.
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'Laker Beginnings' to serve as
important transition program

Obituaries
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Uncle arranging Boston suspect's burial

Michael Dwyer AP Photo

Caroline Kennedy, right, poses with former Arizona congresswoman Gabrielle Giffordk after presenting her with the John
F. Kennedy Profile in Courage Award at the JFK Library in
Boston, Sunday, May 5, 2013.

By DENISE LAVOIE
Associated Press
WORCESTER. Mass. IAPI
Tile uncle of Boston Mai admit
bombing suspect Tanterlait Tsaritaes arrived in Massachusetts on
Sunda) to arrange for his burial. saying he understands that "no
one wants to associate their names with such evil events."
Ruskin Tsarni. of Montgomery Village. Md.. and three of his
BOSTON (API •--- Former U.S. Rep. Gabrielle Giftord% received
friends met with the Worcester funeral home director and prepared the 2013 Profile in Courage award at the John F. Kennedy Library
to wash and shroud Tsarnaev's body according to Muslim tradition. on Sunday in recognition of the political, personal, and physical
courage she has demonstrated in her tearless public advocacy for
The 26-year-old died after a gun battle with police on April 19.
Funeral director Peter Stefan said he hasn't been able to find a policy reforms aimed at reducing gun violence.
Giffords. who was seriously wounded in a 2011 shooting when a
cerneters' in Massachusetts willing to take the body. He said he
lone
unman opened tire as she met with constituents in a Tucson.
plans to ask the city of Cambridge, where Tsarnaev lived, to proAriz.,
shopping mall, and her husband, former astronaut Mark
side a burial plot, and if Cambridge turns him down, he will seek
Kelly. have been lobbying for more gun control .legislation.
help front state officials.
This year. on the second anniversary of the January shooting, the
Cambridge City Manager Robert Healy said in a statement
couple started Americans for Responsible Gun Ownership. an
Sunday there has been no formal application for a burial permit or
organization that "supports the right to bear arms and responsible
purchase of a cemetery plot. He said he is urging Tsarnaev's fami- public policy on guns and gun ownership."
ly and _the funeral director who has the body not to request a burCaroline Kennedy. President of the John F. Kennedy Library
ial permit for the city-owned Cambridge Cemetery.
•
Foundation, presented the award to Giffords.
Healy says it would not be in the best interest of the city to exeKennedy took a moment to salute the first responders and the citcute a deed for a plot at Cambridge Cemetery.
izens of Boston. Referring to the Boston Marathon bombings last
"The difficult and stressful efforts of the citizens of the City of month. Kennedy said. "All Americans have been inspired by the
Cambridge to return to a peaceful life would be adversely,impact- countless acts of selfless bravery and compassion we saw during the
ed by the turmoil, protests, and wide spread media presence at such violence that %trial: this city on Patriots Day."
In presenting the award to the former Arizona Congresswoman.
an interment," Healy said.
Kennedy
said. "Gabby Giffords has turned a personal nightmare
He said the families who have loved ones interred at the ceme-into
a
movement
for political change."
tery also deserve to have their deceased family members rest in
Earlier Sunday, Giffords and Kelly spent time visiting victims of
peace. He said other federal agencies should take the lead in the
the marathon bombings at Spaulding Rehabilitation Center in
burial.
Boston.
Stefan did not immediately return, a call Sunday night seeking
"For victims of the Boston Marathon bombings. we extend our
comment on Healy's statement.
deepest sympathies to all of you who have endured violence and
Tsarni told reporters that he is arranging for Tsarnaev's burial loss," Kelly said.
because religion and tradition call for his nephew to be buried. He
"Courage means doing everything we can to prevent other parents
would like him buried in Massachusetts because he's lived in the from having to endure that loss." he said.
state for the last decade, he said.
Alluding to her disappointment in Congress' failure to pass gun
"I'm dealing with logistics. A dead person must be buried," he control legislation last week. Giffords called for couragevirom law'said.
makers.
"I believe we all have courage inside." she said. "I just wish there
He said he was grateful to Stefan for agreeing to arrange the bur,
ial and to his friends for accompanying him to Massachusetts to was more courage in Congress."
"It's been a hard two years for me." Giffords said. "but I want to
aid with the funeral.
"These are my friends who feel for me ... as I do understand no make the world a better place more than ever."
Kelly also praised his wife.
one wants to associate their names with such evil events,"_he said.
"There are people who make things happen. There are people who
Tsarnaev. who had appeared in surveillance photos wearing a
watch things happen. And there are people who wonder what just
black cap and was identified as Suspect No: I, died days after the
happened," Kelly said. "Gabby Giffords is a person who makes
April 15 bombing, which killed three people and injured more than
things happen."
260 others. His 19-year-old brother, Dzhokhar, was captured.
Kennedy cited Giffords' strength to carry on a difficult fight.
Stefan said he has received calIrfrom people criticizing him and
"Our family is still suffering from the heartbreak caused by gun
calling him "un-American" for being willing to handle Tamerlan violence," Kennedy Said. "No one should have to lose a husband, a
Tsarnaev's funeral.
wife, a'father, a child. to senseless murder. •
"We take an oath to do this. Can I pick and choose? No. Can I
"But as our nominee has shown, out of that pain and tragedy, we
separate the sins from the sinners? No," he said. "We are burying must find the strength to carry on, to give meaning to our lives, and
a dead body. That's what we do."
to build a more just and peaceful world."

Giffords receives Courage award
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Heavy rains delay planting in west Ky.
PADUCAH (AP)
Heavy
rains that have drenched the
soil have delayed corn planting
in western Kentucky.
Doug Wilson is recently
retired as the University of
Cooperative
Kentucky
Extension
agent
for
McCracken and Graves counties. He told The Paducah Sun
that less than five percent of
crops have been planted there.
Wilson said that for every day
corn planting is, delayed past
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county
school system . tree program
called -Laker. Beginnings" will
take place over the following
Week In- hopes of preparing pat
ents and their childirn for the.
differences they may esperieiict.
in the transition.
Michelle Hansen. coordinatta
of the Calloway County Family
Resource Center and lead
spokesperson for the program.
said- the intormatise sessions
will seise as bridges between
early childhood and the first
steps into elementary school.
-This is very much geared
toward *conk and find out what
some of those skills are that
your child needs to know to be
able to be ready for kindergarten,- Hansen said. "There
are some things you can work
on over the summer - fine
motor skills and big motor skills
- that will help prepare families
and their children for kindergarten:*
Hansen said she wanted to
make sure parents could differentiate between this .program
and the .back-to-school programs available in late August.
With back-to-school nights
being so focused on who your
teacher is. what school bus will
you--he-riding and where is
everything located in the
school. Hansen said this program will serve a different pur-

$30

mos

$55

1 Year
1105

HOUSTON (AP)- National
Rifle Association leaders told
members Saturday that the fight
against gun control legislation is
far from over, with battles yet to
come in Congress and next
year's midterm elections, but
they vowed that none in the
organization will ever have to
surrender their weapons.
Proponents(
-if gun control also
asserted that they are in their
fight for the long haul and have
not been disheartened by last
month's defeat of a bill that
would have expanded background checks for gun sales.
The debate over gun control
legislation has reached a fever
pitch in the wake of December's
mass shooting at Sandy Hook
Elementary School in Newtown.
Conn.. in which 20 first-graders
and six educatoFs were killed.
The expanded background
checks bill supported by
President Barack Obama and
other lawmakers in response to
the Connecticut shooting failed
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During the sessions,
and their children will be able it,
go through basic kinderganen
checklists. visit . classrooms.
check out the cafeteria, media
centers and gymnasiums as well
as participate in Q&A's with
school principals and kindergarten teachers.
To help with timing issues.
Hansen said meals will be provided for the families and the
sessions will not go past 7 pm.
on any night. "
The program will be serving
three different locations at three
different dates and times:
•
Southwest
Calloway
Elementary. located at 3426
Wiswell Rd.. on May 7 starting
at 5:30 p.m.
• North Calloway Elementary.
1928 Brinn Rd., on May 9 starting at 5 p.m..
• East Calloway Elementary.
1169 Pottertown Rd.. on May
13 at 5:30 p.m.
For more information. contact
the Calloway County Family
Resource Center at 762-7333 or
call the school you plan to visit

to pa,, in the Senate.
During a fiery and defiant
speech Saturday, Executive Vice
President Wayne LaPierre. the
public face of the NRA,said the
"political and media elites" have
tried to use Sandy Hook and
other recent shootings "to blame
us, to shame us. to compromise
our freedom for their agenda."
He said the proposed bill "got
the defeat that it deserved" and
that the measure would do nothing to prevent the next mass
shooting.
"We will never surrender'our
guns, never." LaPierre told several thousand people during the
organization's annual member
meeting, which is part of the
yearly NRA convention being
held this weekend in Houston.
More than 70,000 NRA members are expected to attend the
three-day convention, which
began Friday. Acres of displays
of rifles, pistols, swords and
hunting gear could be found
inside the convention hall.

Referee dies after coma, player punch
MURRAY, Utah (AP)- A 46-year-old soccer referee who was,
punched by a teenage player during a game and later slipped into a
coma has died, police said.
Ricardo Portillo of Salt Lake City passed away at the hospital,
where he was being treated following the assault last weekend.
Unified police spokesman Justin Hoyal said Saturday night.
Police have accused a I7-year-old player in a recreational soccer
league of punching Portillo after the man called a foul on him and
issued him a yellow card.
"The suspect was close to Portillo and punched him once in the
face as a result of the call," Hoyal said in a press release.
The teen, whose name hasn't been released because of his age, has
been booked into juvenile detention on suspicion of aggravated
assault.
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NRA, gun control supporters say fight
over background checks, etc. not over
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May IS. farmers lose one
bushel, per acre, per day. Crop
insurance also increases in
cost.
Tom Miller. the Ballard
County extension agent. said
he believes about 5'percent of
corn is planted in that county.
But Miller remains positive
about the possibilities of this
year's yield. He believes 90
percent of corn in Ballard
County could be planted following a dry week.
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Are You Hard
of Hearing?
A major name brand hearing aid provider wishes
to field test a remarkable new digital hearing
instrument in the area. This offer is free of
charge and you are under no obligation.
These revolutionary 100% Digital
instruments use the latest technology to
comfortably and almost invisibly help you
hear more clearly. This technology, solves the
"stopped up ears," "head in a barrel" sensation
some people experience and have been clinically
demonstrated to improve hearing in noisy
environments.
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If you wish to participate, you will be required to have your hearing
tested in our office FREE OF CHARGE to determine candidacy. You will
be asked to report your results with the hearing instruments, for a one
week period.
At the end of this period, you may purchase your instrument, if you so
desire, at a significantly reduced charge. Otherwise, there is no fee
whatsoever for participating in this field test. Special testing will be done
to determine the increased benefits of this technology.
Benefits of hearing aids vary by type and degree of hearing loss,
noise environment, accuracy of hearing test, and proper fit. This is a
wonderful opportunity to determine if hearing help is available for your
hearing loss while you evaluate your performance with this technology.
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Call now if you wish to be included in this field trial test.

FIELD TRIAL IS AVAILABLE MAY 6-10

Bellone

Helping the vrorld hear better

707 South 12th Sreet, Unit A • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-9558
510 South Main • Marion, KY 42064
(270) 965-1880
1011 Paris Road,Suite 333• Mayfield, KY 42066
(270)804-7518

Hearing Instrument Specialist
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The Murray Count') Club lady golfers held regular IX-hole play
Wednesday. May I with Susan Johnson as hostess
l'arst place in the championship flight was a fie between Betty Jo
Purdom and Ve Seterns V. ith a score 01 96. In the first flight Cheryl
Pittman WOO 111%1 place with a score of 1(10 Mkt Cyndi Colusin was
second wall score ot HQ 1.41W putt w inner was Val Heath
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'Educators interested in bringing
st tents to Land Between The
Lakes "outdoor classrooms"
may .
apply
for
LBL's
Educational Field Trip Grant for
the 2013-2014 school year. The
deadline for the field trip grant
application has been extended to
May 17, 2013.
Land Between The Lakes'
Educational Field Trip Grant is

.it ailable to public school districts within 1011 miles of LBL.
A field trip to LBL offers an
opportunity for teachers to provide visual activity-based Teaming for students with alternative
learning styles. The grant helps
teachers and parents cover costs
transportation. facility
for
admission fees and dorm rental
during the 2013-2014 school
year.
Environmental education pro-

The(VHS SBDM Council will hold a regularly scheduled meei
ing on Wednesday. May H. at 3:31I p.m. in the library media cemei
The public is invited to attend.
Photo provided

THETAS HELD MEETING: The Murray Woman's Club Theta
Department met Monday, April 15, at the clubhousb. Suzy
Crook, director of West Kentucky Mentoring, and two interns
from Murray State University, Catherine Noland and Emily
Gillmeister, presented a program on how interns work with
West Kentucky Mentoring. Crook also gave information about
the Summer Feeding Program and activities that take place at
Murray-Calloway County Parks. Pictured above are, from left,
Suzy Crook, Catherine Noland and Emily Gillmeister.

grams support the Kentucky and
Tennessee State K-12 curriculum guidelines, and staff can
customize for any class testing
needs.
"Our programs offer students
a hands-on experience to physically connect with subjects they
are learning in school," said
Richard
Lomax.
LBL
Environmental
Education
Specialist. "A field trip to Land
Between The Lakes reinforces

students' understanding of their
classroom studies. Plus, We
work hard to make learning fun
for both the teachers and students!"
For more information about
LBL's Educational Field Trip
Grant,
visit
www.friendsonblorg and click
on Education Resources, or call
(270) 924-2091. Selected classes will be posted on the wehsite
by June 30, 2013.

Merryman House has need for items
Special to the Ledger
Merryman House Domestic
Crisis Outreach Office of
Calloway County has requested
donations of items needed to
assist clients who have been

misplaced from their permanent
homes due to violence-Marry of
these individuals have children.
Current items needed are
kitchen trash bags. toilet paper,
paper towels, razors, feminine

hygiene products. shampoo and
conditioner, dish soap, laundry

and where to make a donation.
call 759-2373. All donations are

detergent. bleach, cleaning supplies and old cell phones.
For more information on how

tax deductible.
Merryman House is a United
Way agency.

HAPPENINGS

Monday-Friday 11:00-2:00

Sandwiches
(includes one classic side)

1/2 Ham & Swiss Baked Sub
94.99
1/2 Turkey & Sviss Baked Sub

$4.99
1/2 Italian Baked Sub w/Fries

$4.99
1/2 Chicken Salad Baked Sub
$4.99
Philfy Cheese Steak ..43.99
Cheese Burger

$3.99

Grilled Chicken

$3.99

Fried Ash Sandwich .. $3.99

Pizza, Pasta
(includes smaP srcle salad)

6" One Topping Pizza
$4.99
Spaghetti w/Meat Sauce

a

Salads
(includes breadstick)

$6.99
House Salad
Caesar Salad . . $6.99
$7.99
Chef Salad
Chicken Salad . . .$7.99

Tenders
(includes one classic side)

112 Order Chicken Tenders
$4.99
1/2 Order Buffalo Tenders

$3.30

Check outour
NEW MENU!

by Jesse Howard

SHOPPES OF MURRAY

...Where priceless
memories are made.

(270) 762-0022
wvew.nicksmurray.com

84 Utlerbock ltd. • Murray, Ky
'AMC(2701 790-0700 • 1-100-231-5014
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Murray Choral Society to give concert
The Murray Choral Society will present a concert in conjunction
with the Murray High School and Calloway County High School
choirs Tuesday. May 7. at 7:30 p.m. The concert will be held at First
Presbyterian Church in Murray. Musical selections will include
madrigals, gospel songs, spirituals and choral arrangements of folk
songs. Admission is free.

Woodmen of the World to meet \
Woodmen of ,the World Lodge 728 and Lodge 592 will meet
Tuesday. May 7. at 5:30 p.m. in the Woodmen Hall on CC Lowry.
Dr.

The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Wednesday. May 8. at 11:15 a.m. at .the health department. All
members are encouraged to attend.

FRYSC Advisory Council to meet
The Murray FRYSC Advisory Council will meet on May 8.2013.
at 11:30 a.m. in the weslconference room of the Murray Board of
Education. All interestec/parties are welcome to attend.

CCMS orientation to be held
Calloway County Middle School will host Middle School
Orientation on Thursday. May 9.at 6:30 p.m. The event will be held
at CCMS and will include a group meeting for parents and student..
school tours and information about clubs, sports and activities.
Refreshments will be provided. All current Calloway 5th graders
and any students who will be attending CCMS for the first time in
the fall are invited to attend. For more information contact school
counselor Beth Brockman at 762-7355. ext. 142 or email
beth.hrockmanOicalloway.kyschools.us.

District Board to meet
The Calloway County Fire Protection District Board will hold its
regular monthly meeting Monday. May 6, at 6 p.m. The meeting
will be at CCFR fire station #1. 101 East Sycamore. Murray. The
public is invited to attend.
Photo provided

CCPL offers computer class
Calloway County Public Library will offer "Computer Basics for
Beginners. Session #1: Keyboard and Mouse Basics" on Tuesday.
May 7, from 5-7 p.m. This class will discuss the basics of turning
the computer on and off, the parts of the computer. the keys of the
keyboard, and how to use a mouse. The class will not cover typing.
For more information call the library at 753-2288.

CCHS seeks SBDM nominations
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MWC Kappas will meet

Give Mom the Gift of

MISD

HAPPI

Deltas to meet

The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
for "Ladies' Night Out" on Tuesday. May 7, 2013,at 6 p.m. in the
Commonwealth Room,located in the Curris Center on the campus
of Murray State University. Please note the change in time and location. A business meeting and installation of officers will follow it
catered meal.

JAZZ IN THE PARK: Pictured are Murray Middle School Jazz
Band members Tyler Robinson and Abongo Adongo accepting a donation for this year's Jazz in the Park from John
Williams of Peel and Holland Insurance. Jazz in the Park will
be held Saturday, May 11, at the Rotary Club Amphitheatre in
Murrey-Calloway County Central Park. Performances will
begin at noon and will culminate with a performance by this
year's headliners, The Nashville Jazz Orchestra.
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Calloway County High School cheerleaders will hold a rebate
night Wednesday, May K. at Mr. Gatti's Pizza. Murray. from 4 9
p.m. The cheerleaders will get credit tor receipts dropped in the hot
at the cash register. The public is int ited to attend.

The Calloway County Fire Protection District Board will hold its
regular monthly meeting at 6 p.m. Monday. May 6. The meeting
will be at CCFR fire station #1. 101 East Sycamore. Murray. The
public is invited to attend.
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This week we have been in full
terce Kentucky Derby mode. We
started off watching the movie "The
Miracle-. If you haven't watched it
you should we all gave it two
thumbs up. It just wouldn't be right.
not to watch a horse racing movie
about the underdog, during Derby
_Week.
On Tuesday the Golden Oldies
Band from Carlisle County came
and performed for us. They are so
entertaining with their home made
instruments, their funny props, and
then entire crazy dance moves. I
don't think we have ever laughed so
hard in our lives. They reminded us.
you are never too old to have a great
time.
After their performance, we all
made Derby hats for our party on
Thursday. Our ladies sure had some
wonderful and creative ideas. I
thought some were going to be way
to big. guess I have a lot to learn
about what makes a good hat for the
derby. They were gorgeous and our
ladies looked stunning. It was almost
impossible for the staff to judge
them. We even had a man decorate
up his fishing hat and join in the fun.
Marion Brown received an award for
being brave enough to compete'.
During the party we served mock
mini juleps that Mitzi prepared for
us and drew which horse we would
compete with. Some weren't very
happy with their 50-1 odds but they
will change their minds if they win.
Of course it really won't matter.
since there is no 'money involved.
Also we did award our hat prizes
those winners were: Lynn Smith,Pat
Ellegood. Virginia Jordan. Mildred
Minton, Martha Farris. Emily
Watson. Audrey Hendon. and our
overall winner Allegra Jones. So if
you see any of these women you
might ask to see their hats 1 promise
•
you won't be disappointed.
The only birthday we had this week
was an employee. mine. I would just
like to say Thank You to all the staff
and residents for making it such i
great day. Annita. Linda and Mitzi
took me to Los Portides for lunch
and of course they made me wear the
big sombrero and sang to me. If that
wasn't embarrassing enough they
posted the picture on Facebook. Well
I guess ills nice to have such special
Friends . Thanks again to everyone
for a great day

11,491141
"Sweet !
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Rebate night to be held

District Board will meets

LUNCH
SPECIALS

Disirk

CCHS SBDM Council to meet

LBL Educational Field Trip Grant deadline extended
Special to the Ledger
(iol.DLtsi POND. K.

Crent.C 'cruet lbe public is nit fled to attend

1KCCkfli
11'13 fourth quarterly meeting scheduled for May 7 has heel,
rescheduled for May 14. 2014. in the conference room of the
Suite B. Frankfort K
KCCRB office, located at Ill Si. Jams
lie
will begin at I 411 pin. EST. Meetings arc "PC" lo the
public

Ladies of Murray Country Club

Celia. Pat Miller and Susan Johnson: Hole 3: Val Heath. Debbie
Jennitei Crouse and Peggy Shoemaker. Hole X: Norma
Frank. Linda Porcher and Rainey Apperstin. Ihrle 9: B.J. Purdom,
Terri Pickens. Freda Steely and Ve Severns. Hole 91): Judy
Muehleman, Donna Keller and Barbara Gray. Anyone who has not
signed up may-call the Pro Shop or come out by 9:15 a.m. to join

Millet CI

KCCRB meeting rescheduled
nw Kentucky Community Crisis Response Board

I•sille•

In regular 9-hole play. Pat Miller on first place with a score of
59. Low putt w inner was Norma Frank.
Cheryl Pittman w ill he hostess (or Wednesday.. May X. Play will
begin at 9:30 a.m The lineup will include Hole I: Cheryl Pittman.
Cyndi Column). Marcia Beam and Pam Adams. Hole Its: Doris

CC

C.C. Courthouse celebrates centennial

blalbille••iieeting •S ill he held Monday. May h. Ai 5 30 p rii
discuss.ingrain:au

Starray

Calloway County High School will be taking nominations for the
School-Based Decision Making Council until 3 p.m. on May 9.
2013. The election will be held Tuesday. May 14, 2013.
Parents/guardians of students who will attend CCHS for the 20132014 school year are eligible to run. A nomination formind informational sheet may be picked up in the school's office between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 3 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Temple Hill Masonic Lodge will meet
Temple Hill 276 Masonic Lodge will hold its regular meeting
Tuesday, May 7. A meal will be served at 6 p.m. followed by the
meeting at 7 p.m. Master Michael Holt urges all master masons to
attend.

Library board to meet
The Calloway County Public Library Board of Trustees will meet
Wejtesday. May 8, at 4:30 p.m.
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Massage Gift Cards Available
1710 C Hwy. 121 North
Murray KY 42071
270.761 REST

f
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National Volunteer Week
celebrated at MISD
By Abby Brotherton,
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Photo by Abby Brotherton MISO putth relations intern

Photo provided by Abby Brotherion

Murray Middle School student Nick Hopkins presents MMS
parent volunteers Candi Outland and Rosalind Hines with
recipe books made especially for the MISD volunteers during
National Volunteer Appreciation Week.
"When I thought of the theme.
• A Sweet Sorbet of Thank theidea ola.summertime
recipe book came to mind. With
summer creeping up. there was
no better way than to thank all of
our volunteers with recipes they
can use at summer family
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wrote a special thank still note
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Roso named National Merit Scholarship winner
Special to the Ledger
Joseph Charles Roso. 17
car-old homeschooled son ol
and Rhiinda Ro,o. or

Horoscope

Farmington. has advanced to the
Finalist standing in the 2013
National Merit Scholarship
Pri'gram This distinction places

by Jacqueline Bigar

for Tuesday, May 7,2013:
This yeitrloti have many opportunities to increase your financial
stability. You will see more money come in, but you also could see
more money go out. Don't spend money before you have it. If you
are single. you have a lot to offer. Ally time from summer on. you
could meet a fun person who is easy to relate to. If you are attached.
schedule a summer vacation for just the two of you. ARIES.reads
you cold.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so: I -Difficult

4iddle School
ent will be held
Is and students,
and activities.
ay 5th graders
he first time in
contact school
142 or email

LEADERSHIP TOMORROW:2013-2014 Leadership Tomorrow graduates are pictured with
members of American Legion Post #73 American Legion Post #73 received the Super
Supporter Award Also pictured are Dr Tim Todd, Murray State University Dean of Business
and guest speaker, Laurie Edminster, Murray High School sponsor, and Jamie McDaniel,
Calloway County High School sponsor

hint in a group of more than
15.000 students representing'.
less than one percent of U.S.
high school graduating seniors.
Joseph was presented %kith a
Certificate of Merit attesting to
this accomplishment
About 1.5 million juniors in
more than 22.000 high 'schools
entered the 2013 National Merit
Scholarship Pr grain by taking
the
2011
Preliminary
SAT/National Merit Scholarship
Qualifying
Test
(PSAT/NMSQT' I.
which
served as an initial screen of
program entrants. In order to
advance front Semifinalist to
Finalist standing, Joseph and his
homeschool
submitted
a
detailed scholarship application
providing information about
Joseph's academic record, participation in school and community activities. demonstrated
leadership abilities and honors
and awards received. In addition. Joseph maintained an otit
standing academic record
throughout high school, was
endorsed and recommended by
a leader in the community.
wrote an essay and earned SAT
scores that confirmed his earlier
performance on the qualifying
test.
The
National
MeritE,
Scholarship Program honors
individual students who show
exceptional academic ability'
and potential for success in rigorous college studies. For more
information about the competition visit the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation website at www.nationalmeritorg.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Optimism beams through your day, but you might wonder
where to start. Just dive right in. and you are likely to accomplish a
lot. Your ability to home in on a problem and make an adjustment is
a prominent feature of your present success. Tonight: As you wish.
TAURUS (April 20-May 29)
*** Deferring to others is difficult and somewhat frustrating for you.
Give up on the impossible, and recognize that your energy is better
placed elsewhere. Stand back and observe; listen to what is not
being said. Tonight: Get as much sleep as possible. You will need it
soon!
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You know your priorities. Move quickly in order to secure a
long-term desire. Your ability to read between the lines proves to be
very important. Use care in how you reveal a strategic insight. Take
your time and choose the right words. Tonight: Visit with a friend.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might want to consider taking a different path. You know
what you want, but your current approach is not working. A meeting
reveals support, but also a level of frustration. Use your intuitive abilities to move through a problem. Tonight Where people are.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You see the value of getting others insight and support in
order to help you achieve your Ion -term goals. Detach and brainstorm more often with people who Rave controversial views. You will
open up many new paths as a result. Tonight: Where the music is.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might want to rethink a personal matter involving-your
finances and/or a partnership. You could feel as if many opportunities are possible, and you might be right. In fact, a pay raise or promotion could be in the offing. Tonight: Have a long-overdue talk with
a loved one.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Reach out to someone at a distance whom you care a lot
about. The response is likely to be positive. Stay focused on what is •
happening around you. A few difficult comments are likely to be
shared in-a discussion with a partner. Tonight: Go along with someone else's idea.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might want to reach out to someone who is very different from you. This person is confident in his or her self-expression,
which is nearly the opposite of how you are. If you can learn to
respect a different style, you will grow from your interactions. Tonight:
On a roll.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Everyone likes to be popular, but it could get to be too much
for you to handle. Know when to say "enough." You will be happier,
as will they. Live in the moment. You tend to move quickly, so be
careful not to make a last-minute mistake. Tonight: Let the good
times roll.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might be focused on a personal matter right now, but
remember that you need to handle other issues as well. Recognize Joseph Charles Roso
your limits and prioritize. Your demands are only going to become
heavier in the next few days. Tonight: Try a quiet night at home.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your words bring positive responses, especially from a
child or a fun person in your life. You could get bogged down by a
domestic situation. Open up to change and more diversity. You might
seem to feel as if a close loved one can make a difference. Tonight
Be spontaneous.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You could want to head in a new direction, despite what is
happening around you. You know what is workable. Share your plan
with someone. Though the receiver of this information initially might
be upset, he or she will appreciate it later. Tonight: Treat yourself.
BORN TODAY
Actor John Ingle (1928), poet Robert Browning (1812), former first
lady of Argentina Eva Peron (1919)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2013 by King Feetures Syndicate Inc.

Please support
the United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County

Photo provided

LIBRARY STAFF TRAINING: Calloway County Public Library staff recently participated in a
staff development training provided by Leadership Strategies. The April training included
numerous tips for providing customer Service and professionalism. Pictured are, from left.
CCPL circulation staff members Diane Daubertand Cheryl Camp: circulation manager A.J.
Boston: and Bill Waltrip of Leadership Strategies.

Half-marathon to be held in Paducah
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH. Ky.. - The Rehab
Assiwiates Foundation presents
the 3rd Annual Lourdes Iron
Mom :
Half-Marathon
on
Mothers
Day
weekend.
Saturday. May I I . The Lourdes
Iron Mont is a co-ed event offering a half-marathon as well as
half-marathon relay options for
2- and 4-person teams.
The event starts at 6:30 a.m.
for individual and relay team
runners. The race route will start

and finish at the "Wall to Wall"
murals at the Ohio River. The
route will showcase Paducah,
including Jefferson Street. The
Greenway Trail, Rob Noble:
Park and the Downtown Arts
District. The number- of registered runners has already surpassed that of last .year's event„
More than 740 have registered
from 14 states.
All proceeds from the race
will go to the Family Service
Society Inc. Founded in 1927.
Family Service Society Inc pro-

ides immediate emergency
relief to residents of Paducah
and McCracken County.
Go to www.paducahironmom.com or call Amy Peal at
1270) 744-37111 to volunteer or
participate. Registration forms
are available on the website; at
Lourdes in three locations: the
Marshall Nemer Pavilion, the
main hospital entrance. and the
Lourdes Medical Pavilion; at all
Rehab Associates locations; at
GoPerformance & Fitness; and
at Dick's Sporting Goods.

Photo provided

PLAYING CARD DONATION: Murray Woman's Club Creative Arts co-chairs Mary Henderson
and Diane Taylor recently accepted a donation of over 300 decks of playing cards from
Harrah's Metropolis Casino. The cards will go in .care boxes for patients at the Veteran's
Hospital in Nashville. Other items included in the boxes are tube socks, greeting cards, puzzle books, paperback novels and personal items. Pictured accepting the donation are, from
left, Mary Henderson, Harrah's assistant security manager Kevin White, other security staff
members and Diane Taylor.

Legacy Oxygen
& Home Care is proud
to welcome

Darrell Harris
Darrell is a lifelong
Murray resident with over..
18 years's)].home medical
management experience.
',He -hiss a track record Of
exceptional customer service
and we are excited to have
him join the Legacy team.

SERVICE PROVIDER FOR
MEDICARE

ANTHEM BC BS

MEDICARE REPLACEMENT POLICIES

HIMANA

UNRED HEALTHCARE

AETNA

KENTUCKY MEDICAID

PHCS

IWNOIS PUBUC AID

BLUEGRASS

HME NAT1ON/AL NETWORK

CENTRECARE

EGACY
&

s

I

1

i

I rs,

With over a century of experience and commitment to treating you
like family, legacy means reliability. From CPAP/BiPaP equipment
to oxygen and hospital equipment for in-home recovery, you can
rely on our experience and commitment.

Legacy Delivers.

924 South 12th Sow
In

Murray: 270

Bel Air Sh,)pping Center

753.2001 tollFree, 864-378 0202

www.LegacyOxyden.torn
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Let your graduate know how proud you
are of their achievements by placing your
graduation line to be published in our
Graduation Tab on May 14, 2013.
Deadline for
letters is

Jacob,

at 5 p.m
Cost is $8

Congratulations!
V.Ve are. very proud of you!
Good luck to you!

per message
No more
than 20
words.

Love,
Mom & Dad

School logo 41111k1.
will be
placed on ad.'
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LEDGER 4X TIMES
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
753-1916
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1
Legal
Notice
MCCLARD'S Towing
110 N. 7th Murray, KY..
270-753-3146, intends
to obtain title to sale on
May 15. 2013 per KRS
KRS
'176.270
&
J76.275, a 1998 Ford
T urus
1FAFP52
L WA233240. regist ed to Chris Pack.
' Nner or lien holder
is until May 15. 2013
object.
Auto
THWEATT'S
Repair 2761 Oak Level
Rd., Benton. KY 42025
intention is to obtain
Title to a 2007 Toyota
Vin#
Camry
4T1be46K47u013889
unless owner. Zue Han
sends written notice to
2761 Oak Level Road
Benton, KY 42025
within 14 days of the
last publication date of
this legal notice.

NOW OPEN
the
Around
"Just
Corner" from MSU at 5
points Thrift Store. 804
Coldwater Road

4r
,
Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free!

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hwy 94 East

Bundle TV and
Internet starting
at $64.95 per
month. Call
877-726-4077.

Self Storage
270-519-0143

060
Lost and Found

Cliff & Laura Key
RCS-CLEANING
Mother's Day Special
Giver her something
she can really use and
appreciate
Give her "a break".
Includes special gift.
270-970-4612

LEDGER&TIMES
Local Mall
ayl
3 mo..........
$3500
6 mix
1
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 me.
6 mu.
......496.00
$145.00
I yr.

Money Order

Visa

&VC

Name
I St Address
City
Zip

I State_

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed Id be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Lynn Grove

MURRAY

I Check

.New Climate Control
Available
.24/7 Surveillance
West Control
270-978-1400 or
270-485-6122

:MOM WILL LINE IT
Give her a subscription to the
Home Delivery
3 mo.
-S30.00
1 6 mo..--.... S55.00
1 I yr.$105.00
1
1
KY/114
1 Rest of
1Purees, & Buchanan
1
1 3 mo.-.--..-S40.00
1 6 mo.-.--$110.00
1 1 yr..-.--$120.00

-1(

t1l)
e'

010

I Daytime Ph._
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call WO)763-1918

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

Wanted

TEMPORARY AGR CULTURAL LABORER
0145/2013 THROUGH 12/102013 K Y0486048
AHLP Assoc,. Murray, Ky
2 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
slate agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order, at the
time work is performed
PLANTING. GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
& DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

34

May 9th

FOUND: Wedding ring
near city park. Call to
identify. 270-293-4921
LOST: Small brown
beagle in Canterbury
area. White spot on
neck. Approximately
12-13 pounds. Not
fixed. 293-0277
POMERANIAN/CHIHU
AHUAS mix. Looks like
a red fox. Turned up
missing 5/2 in Kirksey
area. Answers to Foxy.
227-2719
060
Help Wanted
ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant
Approximately
15hr/week. $550/mo.
to
resume
Send
Coldwater UMC 8317
State Route 121 North,
Murray. Job description
online at coldwaterchurch.org
CLERICAL position. 30
hours per week. MonFn. Good communication skills and computer
knowledge required
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-L Murray. Ky
42071
COURIERS Needed
Area
Murray
for
Daytime and Evening
shifts available immediately. Use own vehicle.
Cash paid weekly.
Call 759-2485 for more
info.
TAKING applications at
Karen's Wildcat. No
phone calls

CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED
$Y 80 HR
ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING
PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY. AFTER 50'. OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE
NEAREST SWA OFFICE IEMPLOYMENT
OFFICE).CONTACT THE KENTUCKY DEPT FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079(9B
REF. NUMBER) USINGJOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE. TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST. POST
EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
0625/2013 THROUGH 12/202013 KY0484866
G & G Tobacco Growers Assoc., Murray. Ky
6 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order, at the
time work is performed
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
& DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
$9.80 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED
ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING
PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY. AFTER 50°. OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER.
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE
NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE CONTACT THE KENTUCKY DEPT FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079(JOB
REF NUMBER) USINGJOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE. TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST, POST
EMPLOYMENT
TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
0620/2013 THROUGH 12/202013 KY0482393
Herndon & McClard Farms Assoc.. Hazel, Ky
4 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order, at the
time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.
$9.80 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED
ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING
PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY. AFTER 50%0F CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER.
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE
NEAREST SWA OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE).CONTACT THE KENTUCKY DEPT. FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079(JOB
REF. NUMBER). USINGJOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE,TO SET UP INTERVIEW_ SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST. POST
EMPLOYMENT

5 Temporary Farm Workers Needed. Employer'
Robert B. Hayden - Mayfield, KY. Perform all
duties of Tobacco, Straw/Hay, & Row Crop
Production: including planting, cultivating, irrigating, harvesting, stonng. & packaging: and other
alternative work. Employment Dates: 07/01/2013
- 11/15/2013. $9.80/hr. Piece Rate may be
offered. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours.
Toots provided at no cost. Free housing provided
to non-commuting workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when 50% of contract is met.
Random drug testing may be done after hire at the
employer's expense. Contact the Kentucky
Department for Workforce Investment at 502-7823079 and reference lob order KY0485678.

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting experience. To apply call
753-6895 & leave voice
message No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE

VISA

PART-TIME help for
2013 L&M Lawn
Service Call 227-0611
NIGHT bartender wanted 4 rughtS a week.
Mainly be weekends.
Shift will be 6pm-3am.
Experience is necessary. Apply in person at
641 Club. Please bring
a short resume with
you. 731-336-4344

CAMP SEPTIC CLIANIN(.
OF MURRAY. KY
RESIDENTIAL'& COMMERCIAL

Call Natasha Hutson or
Chelsea Crass
at 753-1916 and place
your ad today!
2x2 $12.00 a week • 2x1
$6.00 a week
•13 week contract
•Runs on Monday

Make it easier on family.
It just makes sense
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved
I 0,alis

.11141

vended .trk t•

iii

q:40

, willosighbv
()and:
Pre-Arrangemerst Sol hill,'

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
12701 753-2411 • 201 S. 3rd, 7vlurray, KY 42071

WE HAVE SOME OF T H I:1
RATES IN THE INDUSTRY.
Call us for a quote.
KCiltliCk1 1 •
LINDY SUTTER

608 MAIN STREET MURRAY, KY 42071
(270) 7S3-5842
WWW.WKY1NS.COM

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
06.25/2013 THROUGH 12/01/2013 KY0485480
Dwain Bell, Murray, Ky
2 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order, at the
time work is performed
PLANTING. GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
& DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
06/252013 THROUGH 12/01/2013 KY0484854
WM Tob. Farms. LLC. Hazel, Ky
6 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order, at the
time work is performed
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
& DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
.

$980 HR 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED
ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING
PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE
NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE).CONTACT THE KENTUCKY DEPT FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079(JOB
REF NUMBER) USINGJOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE. TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,POST
EMPLOYMENT

Kenlake Foods, located in Murray, KY, a Kroger
owned dry mix and nut processing private
label manufacturer, is now accepting
resumes/applications for:
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
Responsibilities include setting up production
lines, performing preventive maintenance, troubleshooting, and mechanical and electrical
repairs on production equipment. Preferred skills
include mechanical, electrical, PLC. variable frequency drives. 3-phase power. pneumatics,
machine shop and welding. Any Fanuc or ABB
robot experience is a plus. Prior manufacturing
maintenance experience is desired, Applicant
must have a continuous improvement mindset
willing to continuously look for ways to improve
our line efficiencies.
The position shift is for 3rd Shift

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
062E2013 THROUGH 12/15(2013 KY0485281
Kelly Overbey Farms, Murray, Ky
5 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state. agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order. at the
time work is performed
PLANTING. GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
& DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
$9.80 HR 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED
ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING
PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY. AFTER 50°. OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER.
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE
NEAREST SWA OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE)CONTACT THE KENTUCKY DEPT FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT SO2-782-3079(JOB
REF. NUMBER). USINGJOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE. TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST, POST
EMPLOYMENT

I -A.

//'

(viva yaw('

Position open for:
Service Center
Assistant

.Post High School Education AND
.Two years' clerical and office experience
•Position located in Murray, Kentucky
.Salary commensurate with education
and expenence

Applications may be submitted
online by going to.

Applications will be taken from Monday. May 6
through Friday. May 10 at the Murray Service
Center located at 1401 North 12th Street in Murray,
at the Admin Office located at 408 East Broadway
in Mayfield, or by contacting Malinda Scoggins.
HR Manager at
mscoggIns0rivervalleyagcreditcom. Office
hours are Monday-Fnday. 8 00 a m to 4 30 p m

www.kroger.com

EE0C-AFFIRMATTVE ACTION EMPLOYER

Kenlake Foods otters a competitive wage and
benefit package, including medical and dental
insurance, 401k Plan, company paid retirement,
vacation and paid holidays

Select careers/lobs at the bottom of the webpage
Select Manufacturing
Solact Kenlake Foods
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DN
Supporting a Drug-Free Workplace
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10 Temporary Farm Workers Needed. Employer
R. Scott Lowe - Murray, KY_ Perform all duties of
Tobacco & Row Crop Production: including planting, cultivating, irrigating, harvesting. storing. &
packaging, and other alternative work.
Employment Dates. 06/29/2013 - 12/15/2013.
$9.80/hr. Piece Rate may be offered. Worker
guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided
at no cost. Free housing provided to non-commuting workers Transportation & subsistence
.of contract is met.
reimbursed when 500
Random drug testing may be done after hire at the
employer's expense. Contact the Kentucky
Department for Workforce Investment at 502-7823079 and reference lob order KY04185073.

$9.80 HR.14 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED
ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING
PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50°. OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER
COMPLE I E INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE
NEAREST SWA OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE)CONTACT THE KENTUCKY DEPT FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079(JOB
REF NUMBER). USINGJOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,POST
EMPLOYMENT
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753-9224
PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGI
NICK MCCLURE OWNER
SINCE 1993
THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS
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SUBSCRIBE TO
THE LEDGER
TODAY
753-1916
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PAY AFTER 5(Y". OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT 11-1E
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OFFICE)CONTACT THE KENTUCKY DEPT FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502 792 3079(J08
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DENTAL/BUSINESS
Assistant Established
Murray dental practice
looking for an individual
with computer skills as
well as knowledge of
dental assisting. Duties
insurance
include
claims filing, telephone
patient
with
skills
and
appointments
insurance. Some dental assisting will be
required_ Send resume
to PO Box 1040-Y
Murray, KY 42071
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DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
ANTIQUES, vintage
and collectibles Get a
second opinion Call
270-293-4510
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
GOOD used air conditioner. used carpeting.
stove,
refrigerator,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
licp, Prices Paid For
$ Gold & Silver S

JEWELRY
ARTISANS

LEE

305-D 12th Street
Murray. KY.

Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries.
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

150
Articles
For Sale
LIFEGUARD &
SWIM INSTRUCTOR
POSITIONS
Apply through
May 15, 2013 at the
Murray Calloway
Co. Parks Office
900 Payne St.
762-0325
Office Hours:
M-F • 8AM-4PM

NOW accepting applications for full time
Maintenance employee. Apply in person at
Gardens
Calloway
1505
Apartments.
Diuguid Dr.
WEBSITE
Editor/Copywriter-FT or
PT,
have
must
HTMLJCSS experience
and good writing skills.
Pay based on experience. Email resume to
shawn@kylake.net

BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
Needs your coins,
Paying high prices.
Offering great bargains. Appraisals
270-753-4161
Dr. Fuhrmann

CORNER desk set
wiCD hutch $50 3T
Sony wide screen TV
with 5 disk changer and
speaker wstand $175
315-778-5911

Ask
KY
WESTERN
Correctional 'ComplexMedication
Certified
for
Aide
needed
1:00pm-9:00pm.
include
Duties
to
preparing, administering, and documenting
medications. Must possess documentation of
successfully
having
passed the medication
competency
aide
exam.

about our

Display ad
specials
for all your
advertising
needs.

753-1 91 6

YEISER Art Center is
accepting
currently
applications for the
of
position
Administrative
Required
Assistant.
hours are
Tuesday-Saturday 105 & special events.
Graphic design &/or
management
office
experience prefered.
Send resume to Yeiser
200
Art
Center
Broadway Paducah KY
42001

Obedience
DOG
glendheriniere corn
(270436 2858

Names For FYN
NICE 2BR no pets
753-V866

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton KY
270-705-4859

Far Ilmt
1 bedroom apartments
Various
iocations
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
I OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109.
2 BO 1 BA Dup All Aps
No Pets 753-0259

ins-

WARD-ELKINS

605 [South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
180
Lawn & Garden

Garden seeds & supplues at
Marshall County Coop 501 Poplar, Benton
270-527-1323

USED Mowers for Sale
Grasshopper
Skag
X-Mark
John Deere
270-210-6268

i,nsi'aJ

nun.

ea, I
ri

213R, 1BA. Water/trash
included.
$425/mo.
270-719-1654

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR Irom $345
2BR tioni S175

1.11.AAK.
3.4.0.1uft Pr

UNFURNISHED 1BR
apartment near campus. Non smoking, no
pets. 270-753-5980
Houses For Rent

2 3 acres for sale Nice
building
lot
Old
Hickory
Road
in
Asking
Kirksey
$15,000
270-293-9904

4BR house Lease and
deposit required
270-753-4109
SMALL 2BR rental
house. 641 South. No
pets. 227-6431 or
293-6156

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Corner ite121 5. & Glendale.

40X50 clean-up with
office 293-6430

DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
afedSlallable
Quality Serv++,4270-293-8192
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Visit
kentuckylake
remodeling corn
270-873-9916

DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING
Residential &
Commercial
Deck Washing &
Staining
Free Estimates
Licensed and Insured
(270)435-0060 Dave
(270)226-0505 cell

MAWS
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GARLAND
RENTAL

ROOFING

"If you've gat it, we can store it

"Our Reputation is on the house"
Ben Mathis, Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations•
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St

Call us for a free inspection today!

227-4646 436-5080

• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St

Don t be fooled by imitators

Lights. Electricity. and 24,7 Surveillance

s

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

East Side Small
Engine Repair
For all your parts service
sales and repair needs
We sow offer vegetable
plants I. seeds

Call 753-2925

URRAY

MI

CONSTRUCTION

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

A REAL ESTATE, LLC
RESIOF 5IT1AL & COMMERICAL

liked/

4BR. 2BA, attached 2
CG. fireplace, Jacuzzi.
large closets/rooms, on
secluded 5.6 acres. 1
miles south of Murray.
REDUCED' 293-7697

New 7,-4
Bedroom homes in

pickup.
• v.eckh
• lu'call in iiedlepieato.1
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

I do lawn maintenance
& hauling. For more
info call 270-227-3309

PRESCOTT

ROOFING
Over 28 Years

270-293-9170

fisst\i,
tr\
McCU1STON
R 00 F IN C

We Offer:
• All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
80 Climate Control Units

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house
like it is our house!

293-7872

All Shingles Hand Nailed

McCoy Builders
Nathan McCoy

270-779-8998
mccoybuilckasti.

1-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks 753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

Hill Electric

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service

(2701293-8480

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE Local, reliable,
and affordable Free
estimates
270-293-7220
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

James C. Gallimore
WNW GECIAC.NET

(270) 759-0890
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
-Removal
-Stump Grinding

No Contracts--Free Estimates

WI

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH

visit us at
twww.murrayledgercom

CALL 753-1916

h. dr.rxr 11,111 ii,,
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Si.

Laii;ER&TImEs
753-1916
in theftClassifieds.

(270) 489-2839
Hayman Lawn
Maintenance and
Landscaping
•Small Landscapes etc
•Leat Removal
'
,Mowing -Residential
*Edging .Commercial
*Mulching •Insured
•Pruntng -Licensed

(270)978-4591

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
, .dirdA Oar
• Ithilif0,1%
•kik hell% it
liathrisorns
*Decks
8/rtsuronci•
& Insured
11+ +

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarantee.

•Seal coating &
striping
40

yrs. experience

(270)759-0501

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

Industrial/Commercial/Residential

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
TRUCKING
All Your Sepik Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-S486

-Asphalt Installation
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big of
small

Time Service

•Insured

Greg Mansfield

—...„,
11604642
C
Services Offered

Weekly--Hi Weekly--One

.Firewood

We Finance
hollandmotorsales.com
270-753-4461

Cutting—Weed Eating--Blowing

Electrical Contractors, LLC
LAWN Mowing
Free Estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027

-Windows
*Framing
-Garages
*Doors
•Concrete
•Decks
•Painting
•Footers
•Bobcat Work
-Reconstruction

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

SIMPLY MOWING

(270) 227-1512

Gallimore
SALE by Owner- 2211
Drive
Brick,
Carol
1997, 1.5 story, 2670
sqft, 5BR, 2 5BA. 2.5
garage, wood floors.
$185.000
270-761-3574

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

0-2,500 Sq. Ft. $20.00
2,500-6,000 Sq. Ft. $30.00
6,000-12,000 $35.00.
12,000-18,000 Sq. Ft. $40.00
18,000-36,000 Sq. Ft. Call for Quote

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

Replacement and Repair

Experience

SBG Real Property
Professionals

.10/IleWhere to

.Store your shell?

MANAGEMENT
3BR. 2BA bock. 1 car
attach/garage. 1 car
detached, 24x36 vinyl
building, storage shed
on 1.2/acre. West of
Murray. 753-0621
293-7550

720 S. 4TH ST.

1 double bay/
1 single bay
270-485-6122

270-293-4020

HALL'S WASTE

Storage Rentals

Clean up/body work
Newly painted
New heater

(ui

Homes For Sale

Riverfield Estates.
3-4BR, 2BA. brick
home. New paint, carpet and tile. $700/mo.
Deposit and references. 293-2972 or
227-0611

2 Auto Shops

N%s

[
11:3Acreage

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & aiedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

Commerical Prop. For Rent

I lit n'

-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

CLEAN CUT

Spring Time Special

2BR.
brick,
W/D
hookup, redecorated,
no pets, $435/mo
293-6070

360
Storage Rentals

Concepts SueloKu

Seecerszing ii kilchei
batti tomodelatig
Decks A Porches
Fully iiiSuilPd

2BR duplex, all appliances included
270-767-9948
270-293-9474

IOXIO'S & l0x15's
i270i 436-2524

SUDOKU

4,a numb* uhs.ing *Wile bawd un a bele void tsar
oiovaeal paw numbers the Wawa a lo paw Par numbra I la
an PIP GM" blakeorli 111.0 maan tar oaf t uitional aid dam
313 boo uantains INF SW.nUM010. on UMW tie
111,1*
(0 My Conuoteirs Su**na wombs+ kurn Moktot to So/no,

270-293-4256

—
Ky Lake
Remodeling

2-tedroors apartments
and duplexes Various
locations
Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898

27n-753-K556
15115 Buiguid
11)1) 1441111-545-11133
Est. 283
opportaarbty

Post mg St Alt"Atm;
11,aultitg
11VS1 114 %% Is

took Saw

270-753-5562
MR32
MICRORAIN
traveling sprinkler with
booster pump. Rarely
used. 293-4393

State STRAW $3.50/bale
Kentucky
Penitentiary- LPN 6pm- 753-4582 or 227-7352
7am. 3 nights per
week, every other
Primary
weekend.
'
Residences
duties to include medication administration,
and
assessment
response to emergenLARGE
cies.
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
Please forward resume
CorrectCareto
Integrated Health at
hr@correctcare.com or
(859)685-0901
fax
EEO

AKC French & Eft.)
B4111°N PuPPiwi
270 335-3943
270-994 3915

1998
single
woo*
mobile name with 28R
IBA
aii appliances
Asking
included
$9.000 270-978-6074

X1016da,. ektill 6. 2413 • 9

(2701 226-5444

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Locensed
and insured. Free esti
mates. 436-2562,
227-0267
J.M. Lawn Service
Free Estimates
Satisfaction Guarantee
Call 270-994-1045

First Come Basis • No Phone Calls Please

,...,„„
F:UGEI &nilflES
1001 Whitileli Aveillic • N1 tilTa \

SMALL BUSINESS
The Backbone Of America

753-1816 727-061
Crossroads
Lawn & Garden
andscaping. mowing
cleanup. & other
outdoor projects
Also providing garder
assistance, raised
beds planting, etc

293-3406

1,

Advertise with us for the best results!
ixl $75 per month
1x1.5 $85 per month
2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month

Call 753-1916
Ask for
Natasha or Carrie
We'll be
1., glad to help!

COMICN / FEATURES

Mums, loo

Grandma can speak up to keep

Looking Back
len .ear% age
1 if shinner• u as hoessred by
thy %lento kielatr Club as
of the Yeai President
deo Lim Auer presented the
au mit

phone conversations private

,
J1l11.1114 si Ian

Births reported included a boy
to Mr and Mrs Eddy Wright.
Aprd 2x.
Calkosay County High School
senior Allan Michael Miller. son
al
Studeuts
Southwest
of Dr. Michael and Phyllis
tallow a% Elementary School
w .1% jIA /Med j %choler
spent a di' in the dark after ship to Tulane
....scsuic---wcallto knocked out the
•
Forty years ago
s4. 110411 • 4;lesif 14:11).Die Zeta Department of the
1A ill Kemp was named a
Murray Wornan'srCluh hosted a
national award w inner in loathe
special music IWograiri, Bruce
mans lie is the soil of Hal mid Clayton played three selections
Leslie Kemp. of Murray. and the from Bach on his eit•cordoin The
Vs'illiani and Heald
Madrigal Singers and the:Gals
llogerson and Ellie Kemp. also Ensemble of Murray !frill
Murray
School presented songs under
Calloway County resident the direction of Mrs. John
Bowker,
Siete Thomas was featured on
the K FT program "Kentucky
Mrs. Harry M. Sparks. stile of
Life- in a demonstration of a the retiring president of Murra
'toweled parachute
State University. and the departing %hes of the ROTC Cadre
Twenty years ago
were honored at a tea ai the home
Anne ..‘ilains. executive director of the Murray Tourism of Mrs. Palmer A. Peterson.
welcomed
Ciononts•ion.
Fifty years ago
Donald Swann was named as
Chamber of Commerce members
to Business After Hours, held at the Jaycee of the Month by the
the Murray Holiday Inn pool- Murray Junior Chamber of
Commerce.
side.
New officers of the Sigma
Tory Holton and Scott Conklin
were featured performers in the Department of the Murray
Murray High School presenta- Woman's Club were Mesdames
Bethel Richardson. Jim Boone.
tion of"Anything Goes.Murray Wionan's Club mem- Joe Ryan Cooper and Tommy
Alexander.
bers attending the Kentucky
Sixty years ago
Federation of Women's Clubs
The Murray Girl Scouts
convention were Sue Allison.
Gerry Reed. Evelyn Wallis, observed Juliet Low day with a
Martha Andrus and Barbara program at the cabin at the
Murray City Park. Mrs. Gingles
Brandon.
.Shawn Maxwell.-director of Wallis was program chairman
Animal and Mrs. E.S. Ferguson was
Calloway
County
Shelter, was chosen as a 1993 commissioner.•
The Rev. Torn McCullough
Jeffer,son Awards finalist.
announced his resignation as
Thirty years ago
James Allen West. son of Mr. pastor of the Cherry Corner
and Mrs. Joe West. was selected Baptist Church to take the posivaledictorian of the 1983 gradu- tion of editor of Young People's
ating class of Murray' High Materials for the Sunday School
School. Teresa Ford. daughter of Board of the Southern Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Ford. was Convention in Nashville, Tenn.
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Dear Abby
By Abigail
Van Buren

on e‘erything
I may talk to

no

grand-

About I think she's form
tug J 1/41.41 habit Am I w ring tor

feeling this way'
PRIVATE
GKANDMA
DEAR PRIVATE: I don't think
so Not C%el) word that somes
41111 ill ytiur ilitouth slitiuld he cointriunity property The next time it
happens. all you have to do is
say, "Honey. take me off the
speaker, please."
DEAR ABBY: My wife. "Carkw." is a neonatal ICU nurse
who is required to work a cerlain number of holidays. For the
past 12 years. her family has
feigned attempting tim accommodate her schedule and then planned
holiday events at -the same exact
time and place as the year before.
They have ignored repeated explanations and don't seem to care if
we come or not.
For example. last Thanksgiving they once again made a big
deal about everyone sending their
schedules via email. We responded that Carlene would have to
work until 3 p.m. Shortly after
we received a call from the host,
who said: "We know you can't
make it. but the celebration will
be at 12 sharp! Maybe we'll see
you some other time." .
Abby-, my wife feels like she
is unimportant to everyone. She
plans to stop attending all fami-

etems and 4.eletsi j14: 411I) with
sew and i•ut ilaughtei While that
would he ed115151, I k1110511 a
ibIs toil the hest solution Should
Jet.11b10111. 411 Is 1114:11:
I stsprsift
some 411%Y.el I 11.01311 111.11lighl 01
- • ITT IXM.VS;
DEAlt hEr uowN:'tout wii
should make mo de,Slims ahoui
11,11Are Seleht411011.4 w hilt' she s
angry It she follows tholugh

MAR READER: there

DEAR ARM*: I got pregnant
by a man I'll call "Ryan." who
was just a fling. When I told
him, he told me to have an astirnon. He even had a friend of his
call, offer to pay for it and drive
me.
Instead. I decided to "abort"
Ryan from my life. I never told
him when our baby was born.
Part of me feels had because I
think every child should know
his/her father and family memhers. Another man has been willing to step up and be a daddy
for my child.
Should I even bother to let
Ryan know? Should I give him
a chance to rise to the occasion
or keep things the way they are?
-- LIVING MY LIFE
DEAR LIVING YOUR LIFE:
This is really a question you
should ask a lawyer.

Me

turn) dttletent 4. MOWS 4II 14114
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physical
c"mtnation
Dr. Komaroff Somelintes

By
Or Anthony
Komaroff

the diagnosis
nijv riot he
straightlorward, and the
primary care doctor either will
order tests or refer you to j back
pain specialist, or both.
Back pain is quite common.
The U.S. government conducted
a survey Ithe National Health
Interview Survey) of 30.000 randomly' selected people. asking if
they had suffered from hack pain
that lasted at least a whole day
in the prior three months: 26
percent said they had. Many people with low back pain don't
even seek medical care, as the
symptom either collies and goes,
or is not very severe.
Fortunately, very few of the
.Millions of people like you with
hack pain require surgery. Simpler treatments are not only available; they're much more likely.
to relieve the pain. A common
cause of low back pain is injury
to the muscles and ligaments
around the spine, something that
doesn't benefit froin surgery.There
are disks between the bones of
the spine, and if they rupture.
they can pinch nerves that lead

i151111 surgery
- - You have 51 persistent fete'
and loss of energy
You sometimes lose 5:011
Mil out stiur hi t% CI loosens:oh.
ro urine
'hour legs seeni weak.
Your legs aft' numb.
-- You hate had cancer.
-- You hate thin bones rosteo_
pork's's).
-- You are 011 a Illed1Clne that
can thin the hones, such as curticosteroids (the most conunonl
prescribed type is prednisono sir
thyroid pills.
The treatment of low back
pain often requires more than
your primary care doctor. It can
at least a
"take a village"
group of health professionals. The
types of doctors who most often
consult in the care of people
with low back pain are rheurnatologists, orthopedists. neurosurgeons and physiatrists (rehabilitation specialists). Physical therapists also can- be helpful. Tye
put a chart listing specialists you
may see, along with their specific areas of expertise. on my
website. AskDoctorK.com.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com. or write:
Ask Doctor K. 10 Shattuck St.,
Second

Floor.

Boston,

MA

02115.)

Hints From Heloise
By the Associated Press
Today is Monday. May 6. the
126th day of 2013. There are 239
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 6. 1863. the Civil
War Battle of Chancellorsville in
Virginia ended with a Confederate victory' over Union forces.
On this date:
In 1840, Britain's first adhesive postage stamp, the Penny
Black, officially went into circulation five days after its introduction.
In 1882. President Chester Alan

Arthur signed the Chinese Exclusion Act, which barred Chinese
immigrants from the U.S. for 10
years (Arthur had opposed an earlier version with a 20-year ban).
In 1910. Britain's Edwardian
era ended with the death of King
Edward VII; he was succeeded
by George V.
In 1935, the Works Progress
Administration began operating
under an executive order signed
by President Franklin D. Roosevelt.
In 1937, the hydrogen-filled
German airship Hindenburg burned

and crash4J in Lakehurst. Ni.,
killing 35 of the 97 people on
board and a Navy crewman on
the ground.
In 1942, during World War II
some 15.000 Ainericans and Filipinos on Corregidor surrendered
to Japanese forces.
In 1954. medical student Roger
Bannister broke the four-minute
mile during a track meet in Oxford.
England. in ,3:59.4. ,
In 1960. Britain's Princess Margaret married Antony ArmstrongJones. a commoner. at Westminster Abbey.
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I'M GOING TO ASK MY FACEBOOK
- FRIENDS IF ANYONE EVER SAYS
_
- THAT TO THEM

I CAN'T SLEEP
WOW, HONEY, I
I WONDER IF --,;" THINK YOU'RE
ANY OF MY
REALLY GETTING
FACEBOOK
- ADDICTED TO
FRIENDS
s
FACEBOOK
---- 18
!
ARE HAYING'
THE SAME,
.
PROBLEM

ID U

any sugar granule's. This recipe
tape. •
* Use to punch a reset but- makes enough to equal about a
can of stoic-bought, but it will
ton on electronic equipment.
not be the' saint' consistency. This
tel
e oise
•
is just one of the recipes I have
FAV RI E TV SHOWS
ar Heloise: 1 am invested in my Seasonings. Sauces and
in watching a couple of my favorite Substitutes pamphlet, and they
television shows. When they go can all be yours. To order. send
on break. I worry that I will miss $5 aeul a long. selfaddressed.
by
the first episode of the next sea- stamped (66 cents) envelope to:
Heloise
son. I write on my calendar when HeloiseISSS. f.0.- Bar 795001,
do the show is going to start again San Antonio. 7X 78279-5001. Run
"Why
the makers of spray bottles put so I don't miss an episode. - ow of cirainer? Use a teaspoon
or two of ice cream in your mornthe directions ("off" "on." W.V. in Connecticut
I'm with .vote! I've programmed ing coffee instead. - Heloise
"spray" and "strewn") on the
spray nozzle the same color as some of no favorites("Mml Men" STAY IN BED
Dear Heloise: I caught my
the nozzle? You cannot read the and "Suits") to record so I won't
daughter trying to climb over the
directions - you can't see them. miss them! - Helens('
edge of her crib the other day.
You have to try all the sides to CONDENSED MILK
Dear Heloise: I lost my copy My friend had an easy solution:
get the spray .vou item!. It is so
frustrating." - E.P. in Pennsyl- of your recipe for sweetened con- If the back of the crib is taller
densed milk. Could you please than the ti-ont, just turn it around.
vania
You are right! The reason is reprint it? - A Longtime Read- How simple - Ann in Florida
TABLECLOTH TAILORING
that it would cost more to man- er in Virginia
Dear Heloise: I have collectI Would be happy to reprint
ufacture the bottle! But here is
will
ed
many tablecloths through the
you.
You
for
easy
recipe
this,
"on"
the
hint:
Mark
• Heloise
years. However, some of my
with bright-red nail polish! - need:
favorites are too large for the
1 cup powdered milk
Heloise
table I have now. I gather some
113 cup boiling water
FAST FACTS
of the fabric at intervals and slide
213 cup granulated sugar
Dear Readers: Other uses for
napkin rings onto it. The table3 tablespoons butter
toothpicks:
Mix the ingredients in a blender cloth fits, and it gives the table
* Use to clean stuck food out
on Ion' for a minute or nom a special look. - A Reader in
of a colander.
Gradually increase the speed until Illinois
holes
when
nail
* Place in
painting to keep the places marked. it's smooth. Take a small amount
(02013 by King Features Synand rub it between your4ingers.
* Use to devein shrimp.
* Mark the start of a roll of You should NOT be able to feel dicate Inc.
F RAZZLED
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e a r
Readers:
Here is this
week •s
SOUND OFF.
about sprayn(':bottle
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Crosswords
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90... FIFTEEN YEARS
OLP- THAT PUTS YOU IN
WHAT/ TENTH GRAPE?

NOT A GOOD
MORNING, GARFIELD

W w.II1U

weeks, call your dome If. Along
with )out tow back pain. you
hate certain worrimatte "red flag
ssiiiptimis sou definitely should
see youi slik•tor Las,hi of these
leases )01511 1145 01
oaf
FNMA
.1 111015' 54:110U5.

4:411.1,
e

ly etc-oh. she will he tutting her
nose imfl to spite hem Ijs'e
those is asia Ills hen its
11511 possible to attend extended

Your wile may have self esteem
issues that need to he addressed
if she's taking this personally. As
a nurse caring for the most tragde sit intams. she's doing unpinlant work that should he respected. Please tell her to remind herself of that fact any time she
feels "unimportant" because her
efforts make the difference between
life and death.

that ii iftierlefth w sib sins* Asti%
ins. tall your dos lot It the pain
has been going on for seseert

11, 01111441,

her impulse to bot.i.iat Mr lao,,

Lund) gatherings. teleltraling with
uninediaie Until) lbee11114 like a
tensible solution Or consider host
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I TIED MY
SHOELACES

NOW I HAVE TO
TAKE TINY STEPS!

TOGETHER!

YOU'RE
GOING TO
HAVE TO
START
PAYING ,
'
ME TO

LIVE HERE

REANUTSCA)
DAD'S BEEN TRANS. FERRED! WE'RE MOVING
TO A NEW CITti

AAUGH!

ACROSS
1
5
10
11
13
14
15
17
18
19
20
21
22
25
26
27
28
29
33
34
35
37
38
39
40
4'1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
12
16
21
22
23
24
25
27
29

Vietnam neighbor
Fall flower
- mater
Treats with tea
Active person
Livestock
Set to wed
Free (of)
Calendar quartet
Brain scan: Abbr.
Peculiar
Rescue
Fence supports
Assesses
Opera piece
For each
Immoral act
Slandered
One - customer
Planned
"Nashville" director
October birthstone
Peaceful
Strong wind
Unable to eat another bite
Gorillas and gibbons

Finish off
Make blank
Shoulder muscles, for short
Got together

30
31
32
36

OP OT
PALACE
CAPE
EDITOR
TON I ER
ARES
TIMIS S
FRONT
LESLIE
YENS
IBNUT
END
ALEG
G
RE
DELI
POE
VAST
ALDR IN
N I NER
TONTO
HORTON
EVEN
LIST
IGNORE
SOONER
SASS
NEW CROSSWORD BOOK! Send $4,75 (check/m.o.) to
Thomas Joseph Book 1, P.O. Box 536475. Orlando, Ft. 32853-6475
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

12

14
..__.

15

16

17

131

19

18
20
22

8

11

10

13
Stows, as cargo
Without help
Last Greek letter
Florida city
Climb
A lot
Young one
Plead
Fill in for
Grassy plants
Mount Olympus group
1777 battle
Lasagna and linguine
Baltimore team
"My Way" singer
Game callers
Wrote
TV's Sawyer
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BASEBALL: SOUTHEAST MISSOURI STATE 7, MURRAY SLATE 4

'eds fall Sunday, miss out on sweep of Redhawks
giving NO to COS111,111 DrICCUSS, as
McDonald continued to tweak • his
pitching
WHEELER REl'ORD I %%()
The 'nose tort
--Friday and
but wasn't as successful in the
Saturday.
i)11,1-.1.l
EACH,
HITS
I male
Del.eeuvs was roughed up lor seven
ROUCHED (I' IN I .()Ss
hits and seven runs in Ins three innings
By RICKY MARTIN
ol work. taking Just hi• second loss of
Sports Editor
the season and running his ERA to 4.77
Murray Stine scored two RIM In the
Ales Gordon and Sheldon Baster
bottom of the 9th inning but still Caine combined for three scoreless innings in
up short. falling 7-4 in the series finale relief .
against Southeast Missouri State
"I thought out guys probably had a
Sunday afternoon.
certain comfon ith knowing that we
After taking the first two games on were going to in to kind ol back load
Enda) and Saturday. Rob McDonald's our pitching." McDonald said. "We
club ran into a better hitting Redhawk were trying to make sure that we were
team Sunday. something he said his going to have the right guy. in there at
'Breds just couldn't overcome.
the end that were going to compete
"They hit the ball better today." he well.
said. "Vve felt like we had the right peo"I .think there was a certain confiple in there, they just did a better job of dence that the guys had, and obviously
the first two das the results went our
hitting the ball and scoring runs.
"We didn't do much offensively, and way. and today they didn't."
.ICKY MARTIN I Ledger & Times
Brandon tggenscwhiler and Dylan
so that kind of spells out a win for them
Murray State catcher Rick Linton lays down a bunt during Sunday's and a lois for us."
Wheeler led the offense with two hits
series finale with Southeast Missouri State. The 'Breds missed an
Cameron Wallace pitched three each, while first baseman Mike
opportunity to sweep the Redhawks, falling 7-4.
scoreless innings for the 'Breds before Kozlowski had a two-RBI double in the

A7sI)

9th to keep Murray MAWS rally hives
alive.
SEMO's Bobby Hurst. who tout the
loss Saturday. was able to close out the
'Breds tollowmg Kotlowski's hit, however.
Murray Slide Will Like a week Olt ICH
I inalb belOre opening a three-game road
series with Belmont on May la
McDonald said he's been encouraged by the effort of his team, and said
the 'Breds will need to carry that with
them to Nashville to face the Bruins.
"We have guys that are competing."
he said. "It doesn't surprise me and
that's never been a Worry of mine.
We've got too many really quality kids,
that it's not like we are having to lead
them somewhere that they don't want to
go."
NOTES: Junior Ty Stetson reached
safely for the 22nd-straight game
Sunday It's his second. 22-game streak
this season. Stetson, the OVC hits
leader. has 176 career hits. The Murray
State record is 237. ...Brandon Elliot
joined the 200-hit club Friday. becoming the 11th 'Bred in history to reach
the milestone.

PREP RASEBALL

OVC SOFTBALL

Father, son share
love of baseball

Sweet senior sweep

The game. morc than any- sons. did not let me play basething else, like any great game. 'ball. but I. loved the game.
Always. And yearned for the
is a teacher.
It teaches a thousand life les- day when I had a son. when I
sons, which could share the game.
is one of the
I was given that gift. A rift of
reasons
a son that loved the game early
love it so on.
much.
He probably did not have
1 confess. much of a choice. When he was
at a v cry four months old, my wife wonyoung age. dered why 1 was taking a picture
to teaching of him in his car seat in front-of
son the television.
my
about baseBy DAVID
"It's his first World Series
ball. It was game." I pointed out.
RAMEY
always part
The Fisher Price bat and ball
Sports Writer of my equawas. an early gift. He loved it.
tion for him — long ago. before
One of my favorite memories
he was even horn.
is his first major league game.
Fathers and sons have always
Walking around downtown St.
been a part of the baseball story.
on a hot summer day — an
Louis
But I missed the equation as a
little boy looked up to
exhausted
son — and was determined not to
me as we got close to the car.
miss it as a father.
"Dad." he asked.
A very long story addresses
"Yes John," I answered. not
the first part. My dad did
•See RAMEY, 12A
like baseball and for various rea-

RACERS BID
FARENN ELI, TO
SENIORS WITII
DOUBLEHEADER
WIN OVER GOVS

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Sunday was all about the sen_
iors.
Sarah Anderson scored the
first run of the day and Christian
Cox had the last, in what was a
fitting conclusion to the regular
season for the first, four-year
senior class in Murray State
softball.
A solo home run from
Anderson helped fuel the Racers
in the first game, then Cox
scored the game-winning run in
extras in the finale. as Murray
State swept Austin Peay in a
twin bill Sunday afternoon.
"It was huge for them to be
able to come out here and get
two wins," first-year head coach
Kara Amundson said. "These
seniors have put so much into
this program,so it's a big deal to
come out with two wins."
Senior ace Shelby Kosmecki
earned the win in both games for
her work in the circle, as. Murray'
State clinched the No. 4 seed in
this week's Ohio Valiey
Conference Tournament in
Charleston, III.
Anderson's jack in the bottom of the 2nd spurred a threerun inning for the Racers in the
opening game. Murray State
would add thre.'e more in the 3rd
thanks to a double from Cox.
and although Austin Peay made
things interesting late, the
Racers held on for the 6-4 win.
The second game. however,
was much less certain for the
Racers.
Murray State scored three
runs in the 1st and another in the
J DAVID AKE / AP Photo
2nd to take a 4-0 lead on Austin
Joel Rosario sits on Orb in the winners circle after winPeay, but the Lady Goys hung a
Downs
Churchill
at
Derby
Kentucky
ning the 139th
IR See SOFTBALL,12A
Saturday in Louisville. SEE STORY ON 12A

139th Kentucky Derby

eve,

4.

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times

Murray State senior starting pitcher Shelby Kosmecki (left) celebrates with Shelbey
Miller, who hit a walk-off single in the bottom of the 9th inning Sunday afternoon, completing a two-game sweep of visiting Austin Peay for the Racers.
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OVC TRACK AND FIELD CHAMPIONSHIPS

RACERS FINISH 2N1), SEVERNS NAMED
OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE FEMALE
COACH OF THE YEAR FOLLOWING MEET
31

32

From MSU Athletics
Sharda Bettis, Alexis Love
and Tonia Pratt all took home
titles for the Racers Saturday
afternoon at the ()VC Outdoor
by
Championships hosted
Eastern Illinois. The Racers had a
phenomenal meet finishing in
second place with a team total of

124 points.
Head coach Jenny Severns
was named the OVC Female
Coach of the Year, as voted on by
the league's coaches, in a presentation following the meet.
Murray State's team finish and
points scored are the best for the
Racers under coach Severns.

Pratt took home her second
title of the meet in winning the
hammer throw with an OVC and
school record toss of 176-7" in
the event. Pratt also finished third
in the shot put Saturday, finishing
with a throw of 46'-11.75". Pratt
also won the hammer at the 2012
OVC meet.
The All-American Love
defended her 2012 OVC crown
in the 100-meter dash. Love won
the event with a time of 11.73
which is-the fifth-fastest time in
school history. Love also placed

second in the 200 dash, finishing
with a time of 24.36.
Bettis took home the title in
the 400-meter hurdles Saturday.
Bettis' winning time was 1:01.01
which set a new PR for her and is
the second-best time in MSU history. Earlier in the day. Bettis
took third in the 100 hurdles, finishing with a time of 14.27.
Bettis and Love, along with
Hannah McAllister and LaShea
Shaw also took home second
place in the 4x100 meter relay
finishing with a time of 46.17.

McAllister and Shaw also Jill Jachino took home a seventhscored big points in the sprints place finish in the event, finishfor MSU on the day. McAllister ing with a career-high leap of 3Tran a new PR in the 100 meters
Emma Gilmore and Abbie
and finished in fifth with a time
of 12.21. Shaw placed fourth in Oliver finished seventh and
the 100 hurdles with a time of eighth, respectively for • the
14.29 and placed sixth in the 4(1) Racers in the 1.500 meter run.
Gilmore finished with a time of
hurdles with a time of 1:07.18.
and Oliver ran a time of
4:48.60
topof
pair
a
The Racers got
10 finishes in the triple jump at 4:49.08.
Carolyne Tanui took home
the meet as well. Kiara Austin
place for Murray State in
eighth
of
jump
a
with
fourth
finished
38'-2.75". The distance is the the 5,000 meter run. Tanui fineighth-best leap in MSU history. ished with a time of 17:57.
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NBA PLAYOFFS: THUNDER 93, GRIZZLIES 91

MLR

Durant's 35 too much for Memphis

Garcia
leads
Cards to
10-1 win

By JEFF LATZKE
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teams met rirthe West semifinals time The) had combuied for
put the Thunder-on top
Durant pulled up and con- two years ago. the Thunder nine technical fouls ill three
nected on a jumper w ith 11.1 were able to rally and win that Meetings during the regulat seamin, including rine .(introntation
seconds lett for the lAst (It his 35 series in seven
fisher. a live-time NBA that got Randolph and Kendrick
points. lifting the Thundet to a
93-91 victory over the Grizzlies champion who only joined the Perkins ejected
on Sunday in Game 1 tat the Thunder after asking to he
Attei letting a seven-point
Western Conference semifinals. released by Dallas for fainily lead slip away in the first half.
"I just wanted to gel up the reasons earlier in the season. Memphis surged hack ahead
turned this game around with his with a 15-4 run early m the third
1100r AS quick as pOSSIble and
find a shot." said Durant. who defense. Whirler that featured two driving
Conley had gotten past him
finished second in league MVP
layups and a jumper by Conley.
when
the
basket
on
a
drive
to
voting announced Sunday. "That
to 70-58
was the only shot I could find Fisher reached in from behind The lead stretched
throw
Conley
hit
it
free
when
was
It
and. by the grace of God.it went and knocked the bull free.
just the stop Oklahoma City following 3-pointers on hack-toin."
hack itossessions by Pondexter
Game s2 is Tuesday night in needed.
"He makes plays. whether it's and Tay shaun Prince.
Oklahoma City.
The Thunder started to rally
Thaho Sefolosha kept the tipping the ball out and getting a
Grizzlies from going back steal or hitting the big shot to before Pondexter's buzzer-beatahead, deflecting a pass that start the fourth." Durant said. er from the half-court logo to
Conley was able to corral — but "Or just his leadership in the finish the third quarter humped
only after diving out of bounds. huddles and the locker room is the lead up to 73-44. Prat didn't
Reggie Jackson then hit a pair of big for us. We need that."
stop Oklahoma City's comeLich Randolph chipped in 18 back. though.
free throws for a three-point
lead, and Quincy Pondexter points and 10 rebounds for the
Fisher opened the final pericouldn't force overtime after Grizzlies, and Pondexter and
od with a 3-pointer and Martin
getting fouled while attempting Conley scored 13 apiece. M
converted a three-point play and
a 3-pointer with 1.6 seconds left. team. Memphis went 14 for 24
Pondexter, a 72 percent on free throws. Oklahoma City. a 3-pointer as the Thunder went
shooter. which was the league's top foul on a 9-2 rdn. prompting
career free-throw
missed the first free throw. He shooting team with the third- Memphis coach Lionel Hollins
made his second attempt before best mark in NBA history, was to call a timeout with the lead
.down to 75-73 with 10:08 left.
intentionally missing the third, 22 of 25.

the race and told him that I
thought it was going to be his
turn and I was a little worried."
,After watching replays of the
Derby. McGaughey was more
impressed with Orb.
"The maturity he showed
yesterday in everything he did,
from his Derby day to his experience in the paddock. which
was tremendous, going in the
post and the way he raced, it was
kind of amazing to me." he said.
Orb will see some familiar
challengers in the 1 3/16-mile
Preakness. Mylute and Oxbow,
who finished fifth and sixth in
the Derby, along with Will Take
Charge (eighth), Itsmyluckyday
(15th) and Goldencents (17th)
are.likely to face off against him
again.

"As good as he is. if
Goldencents rebounds and gets
back to his Santa Anita Derby
effort, I think we have a chance
to be right there," trainer Doug
O'Neill said about his horse.
Among the new horses possibly joining the Preakness field
are Illinois Derby winner
Departing, Sunland Derby winner Govenor Charlie. Southwest
runner-up .Fear the Kitten and
Bellarmine.
Lukas. a five-time Preakness
winner, thinks the next race will
be the toughest for Orb.
"If he gets by that, he gets to
go back home to Belmont and
run right out of his stall," he
said.
Golden Soul, who finished
second in the Derby as a 34-1

right-center to lead off the 9th,
From Page 11A
six-spot in the top half of the 3rd then moved to third on a wellexecuted bunt from Audrey
• to take the lead.
The Racers added a pair of Woodby.
Then. capping off a careerruns in the home-half to even
things up.but Austin Peay added day,Shelbey Miller poked a sinanother run in both the 4th and gle past the second baseman to
drive in Cox.
5th innings.
Miller finished 5 for 6 with 3
A three-fun 5th put the
RBI
in the second game, and
Racers back in front, but Austin
Peay's Mel Pavel hit a solo wasn't the only Racer with a big
home run in the top of the 7th to day at the plate. Mo Ramsey
went 4 for 5 in the win, while
force extras.
Once the Racers got the bot- Casey Castille, Leslie Bridges
tom of the 9th. however, it was and Cox each had two hits.
Even with the extra pressure
Cox's time.
"Christian came up to me and of Senior Day surrounding
said to me. 'This is the last Sunday's pair of games.
inning," Amundson said. "She Amundson said her team did a
knew she was goingto do her good job of treating it like any
job to make sure it was the last .other double-header.
"They didn't make it too big
inning for us and she did.
"She stepped up and did of a day." she said. "They just
made it competitive and a joy to
exactly what we asked."
Cox roped a double into be out on the field. You can't ask

for more than that."
The Racers didn't only say
goodbye to seniors S'unday, they
also bid farewell to their home
of four years in Central Park
Murray State will move to a
new, on-campus facility next
season, having finished 46-28
all-time at what will soon be old
Racer Field.
Murray State never had a losing season in four years in
Central Park, the best mark
coming in 2012 when the Racers
posted an 18-6 home record.
Amundson's club will now
head to they0VC Tournament,
where they will face No. 5 seed
UT-Martin in Wednesday's
opening round.
Murray State won it's first
ever road series against the Lady
Skyhawks this season, taking
two-of-three from UT-Martin in
mid-April.

From Page 11A
McGaughey has worked
exclusively for Janney and
Phipps for years. training the
horses they breed. In a sport
known for rampant jealousy,
there was an outpouring of
goodwill for all three men after
the Derby.
Trainers Todd Pletcher and
Chad Brown stopped by to wish
McGaughey well. while Lukas
and Bob Baffert, who didn't
have a horse in the race, spoke
warmly of him, too.
"It was a wonderful victory
for Stuart Janney and Dinny
Phipps.There was a lot of karma
there that rewards people that
have been great to the sport,"
Lukas said. "I saw Dinny before
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Janie Garcia put the Brewers
and Si Louis" sweep of
Milwaukee under wraps.
He pitched eight innings and
Allen Craig drove in four runs
to lead the St Louis Cardinals
to a 10-1 win over Milwaukee
and the franchise's first four
game sweep of the Brewers.
"Early in the season, late in
the season. it doesn't 'natio
when you get a series win like
this one." Cardinals catcher
Yadier
Molina
said
"Everything went good this
weekend. We pitched good and
really hit the hall well."
Matt Holliday also homered
for the Cardinals. who have
won six straight, their most
since taking eight in a row from
July 11-21. 2010. It was the
first time the Cardinals have
four in a row from the Brewers.
who moved to the NI and have
been in the Cardinals' division
since the 1998 season.
• Garcia (4-1). who won his
third straight game, gave up
one run on eight hits. He had
three strikeouts and only one
walk.
"I felt really good out there."
he said. "I was able to keep the
ball down and keep our team in
the game.

shot, will likely pass on the
Preakness and point toward the
Belmont Stakes on June 8. trainer Dallas Stewart said.
The final leg of the Triple
Crown is where some of
Pletcher's Derby quintet could
land, too.
Revolutionary, third in the
Derby. and Overanalyze (11th)
will likely run in the race.
Pletcher wasn't sure about
future plans for Palace Malice
and Verrazano. whose four-race
winning streak ended in the
Derby. Charming Kitten will go
back to turf races
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NBA Playoff Glance
The Associated Press
All Tames EDT
Confe;ence Semifinals
Best of 7
(Jill necessary
Eastern Conference
Miami vs. Chicago
Monday. May 6. Chicago at Miami, 7
p.m
Wednesday. May 8 Chicago at Miami,
7p m
Friday. May 10' Miami at Chicago. 8
P.m
Monday, May 13. Miami at Chicago 7
p.m
x-Wednesday, May 15 Chicago at
Miami TBA
a-Friday, May 17 Miami at Chicago.
TBA
x-Sun9ey. May 19- Chicago at Miami.
TBA
Indiana 1, New York 0
Sunday, May 5- Indiana 102. New York
95
Tuesday, May 7 Indiana at New York, 7
p.m.
Saturday. May 11: New York at Indiana.
8 p.m
Tuesday. May 14. New York at Indiana.
TBA
x-Thursday. May 16: Indiana at New
York, 8 p.m
x-Saturday, May 18. New York at
Indiana. TBA
.
x-Monday. May 20 Indiana at New York,
8 p.m_
Western Conference
San Antonio vs. Golden State
Monday, May 6: Golden Stale at San
Antonio, 9:30 p.m.
Wednesday. May 8: Golden St at San
Antonio, 9:30 p.m.
Friday. May 10: San Antonio at Golden
State. 1030 p.m.
Sunday. May 12 San Antonio at Golden
State. 3:30 pm
a-Tuesday, May 14: Golden State at
San Antonio. 9:30 p.m.
x-Thursday, May 16: San Antonio at
Golden State, TBA
x-Sunday.'May 19: Golden State at San
Antonio. TBA
Oklahoma City 1, Memphis 0
Sunday. May 5: Oklahoma City 93,
Memphis 91
Tuesday, May 7. Memphis at Oklahoma
City, 9:30 p.m.
Saturday. May 11: Oklahoma City at
Memphis, 5 p.m.
Monday. May 13: Oklahoma City at

Ii
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Wednesday May 15 Memphis al
Oklahoma Crty TBA
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leapt League Baseball
All Times EDT
Notional League
(•st Division
L
W
Is 12 600
Aka
17 15 531
Wet.', 1.91ur
14
1843$
fhiiiadelphia
12 16 429
New York
10 22313
Mien),
Central Division
LPcI
A
Si 11 645
Si Lou's
18 14 563
Cincirinat
17 145.4.8
Pittsburgh
14 16 467
Milwaukee
11 20 355
Chicago
West Division
W
L Pct
18 12 600
San Francisco
Colorado
18 13 581
16 15 516
Arizona
16 448
13
Angeles
Los
13 18 419
San Diego

tab
2
5
5
9
GB
25
3
55
9
GB
5
2,5
45
55

Sunday's Genies
Atlanta 9, N V Mots 4
Washington 6. Pittsburgh 2
St Louis 10. Milwaukee 1
Cincinnati 7, Chicago Cubs 4
Miami 14. Philadelphia 2
San Diego 5, Arizona 1
Tampa Bay 8. Colorado 3
L A Dodgers at San Francisco. 8.05
p.m
Today's Games
Atlanta (Maholm 3-3) at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 2-3), 710 p.m.
Texas (Tepesch 2-2) at Chicago Cubs
(Feldman 2-3), 8:05 p m.
Arizona (Cahill 1-3) at L.A. Dodgers
(Capuano 0-1), 10:10 p.m.
Miami (LeBlanc 0-4) at San Diego
(Cashner 1-2), 10:10 p.m.
Philadelphia (Lee 2-2) at San Francisco
(Bumgarner 3-0), 10:15 p.m.
American League
East Division
W
L Pct
Boston
20 11.645
18 12.600
New York
Baltimore
19 13.594
14 16.467
Tampa Bay
11 21.344
Toronto
Central Division
W
L Pct
19 11.633
Detroit
17 10.630
Kansas City
14 14.500
Cleveland
13 14.481
Minnesota
12 17.414
Chicago
West Division
W
L Pct
20 11.645
Texas
18 14.563
Oakland
15 18.455
Seattle
11 20.355
Los Angeles
Houston
8 24.250
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